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“ Those are grapes,” she said

“ Those berries are grapes,” she said ,

firmly, looking at him .

THEY were caught in an elevator be.

1 tween two floors, at a dance. He said

that he had pushed all the buttons - so

therewas nothing to do but wait for the

electrician .

“ This is a very comfy lift,” she said ,

after a pause.

“ The decorations are very curious," he

said . “ Have you ever seen a lift with a

roof like that before ?”

“ What's the matter with it? "

“ It is covered with some sort of berry."

“ So it is,” she said, reflecting, “Grapes.”

" It looks to me;" he said , “ like mistle.

toe.”

It was all very sentimental, and a little

absurd , like the strange I LOVE YOU

whispers thatwere heard in theWhisper.

ingGallery at St. Paul' s,or the timethathe

played the great, practical sleepwalking

jokeand sort of got in the wrong room .

As absurd, in fact, as the difference that

he had with his wife that started him

on his "bachelor moon ” ( a vacation that

he and Angela always took when their

differences reached that certain point).

But read about it in the most amusing

story in a long, long time. Here's a book

we are certain that you will enjoy.

The

Old
Flame

A . P . HERBERT

“ A . P . H .” of Punch

Doubleday, Page & Co .
$ 1 .75 at bookstores
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Gypsies at the Ritz counts of the night's festivities. As a reward for this

RS. WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST, display of enterprise, it is assumed, the American and

as all the world, figuring on the guest list the Mirror will be allowed to exercise a similar effi

1 alone, should know , recently gave a party at ciency on future occasions.

the Hotel Ritz. It was, as parties have gotten into the “ Under Joseph Urban's magic wand,” the Ameri

habit of being, in honor of Ambassador Moore, and can had it, “ the fainous Crystal Room was trans

they do say that when the formed into a gypsy camp,

Ambassador sailed for his SY nestled away in a forest of

Spanish post the following TERRA pine trees. Gayly colored

day there was a sharp
UTAI

INCOGNIT! streamers were attached to

downward movement in the trees and an imitation

the quotations of string gypsy fire added a pictur

bands and Pierrot cos esque touch . A full moon

tumes. shone from the far end of

A few weeks ago Condé the forest and in a gypsy

Nast staged a pageant of wagon stationed near the

the New York theatrical entrance to the tent two

and literary world — whim palmists told fortunes,

sically calling it a small while an organ -grinder and

housewarming — at which the inevitablemonkey wan

it was observed of Ambas dered among the guests, all

sador Moore that he never of whom were in fancy

rose from a chair without dress.”

scattering to the winds a The name of the author

dozen or more ingénues, of the American 's piece

who had been draping should be made public and

themselves around him , and broadcast. O ! the bitter

that just before departing, cynicism , and O ! the glori

as the result of a vigorous ous venom of the man !

brushing by a salaried at “ The inevitable monkey,"

tendant, no fewer than he writes, and thereby he

eight musical comedy stars achieves in three words

were dislodged from folds what lesser and cheaper au

in his dinner jacket. thors could scarcely hint at

This time, at Mrs. Follow the Swallow Back Home in three thousand.

Hearst's, that is, all the There was a cabaret, a

guests were gypsies. Not really gypsies, of course, but hired one, and they do say that there was a wistful look

dressed like gypsies. This is clear from an examination in the eyes of W . C . Fields as he gazed at his distin

of the guest list, which shows such names as Prince guished audience and allowed his thoughts to play with

Habil Lotfallah , the Grand Duke Boris and Senator the wealth of juggleable material that confronted him .

Copeland, and everyone knows they're not gypsies. “ Supper was served following the cabaret,” said

As was to be expected, the New York American the Mirror, " and early in the morning the social

and the New York Mirror scored beats on the occa gypsies wished Ambassador Moore bon voyage at a

sion, both papers appearing on the streets early in the breakfast of scrambled eggs, hot waffles and coffee,

evening, before the party had begun, with full ac - served on the imitation grass that lined the edges of
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the ball room .” traveling from city to city to compete in various races.

The Mirror, too , it will be seen , has its morose and For the payment of his railroad fares and hotel bills

brilliant commentator. “ Social gypsies," he writes. outside New York, the beneficent A . A . U . is assessing

“ Social gypsies,” Indeed ! each club benefiting by his services one hundred dol

But it was a highly successful and entertaining lars, the resulting fund being administered by A . A . U .

party , and Ambassador Moore did sail the following officials. The club usually profits through Nurmi's

morning. appearance several thousand dollars more than usual,

so this cost item is nominal if ever onewas. But some

of them are said to have yielded with ill, almost death
Second Cabin Passage

ly ill grace .

DAAVO NURMI, back home, is a worker in one From the fund amassed by the assessment of the

1 of the building trades of his native land. He is clubs, the A . A . U . expects to pay Mr. Nurmi's return

you gather, no millionaire. He came to the United passage. It has not been decided yet whether he will

States as the guest of the Finnish - American Athletic be packed back second cabin , ashe came, or first. But

Club, and he came, since that was the form of trans
if Mr. Nurmihas anything to say about it,he will push

port provided, by second cabin . The Finns are thrifty off our shores in the royal suite of some Cunarder.

people, even when they emigrate to America and form His is not a grasping soul, but as the recipient of our

athletic clubs.
very amateur hospitality and as a student at last of

Since his arrival here Nurmihas been a great money the profits he has earned for his hosts, he is quite likely
the pronts ne nas earnea

maker for native athletic clubs. He ran once under to balk at taking passage on par with maiden school

auspices of his hosts, the Finnish -Americans, and teachers vacationing out of Dubuque.

thereafter for whatever organizations could persuade And, maybe, somcone has whispered into his ear

or manoeuver him into signing an entry blank . His that our native athletic lights would scorn any such

amazing performances and the flood of publicity they meagre traveling allowances as have been granted

commanded have proved a financial blessing for clubs
him . Indeed , it is said that it costs more to bring some

everywhere along the Atlantic seaboard . Every time of them from Chicago to New York than it did to

he has appeared he has been the magnet which has at transport Nurmi, second cabin , from Finland to our

tracted packed houses. The rivalry for his— may one hospitable shores.

say services in connection with amateur sport ? - ser

vices, then, has been so great that on the Pacific Coast THERE are certain polite amenities that seem to

they are saying even more nasty things than usual 1 be necessary for the proper enjoyment of those

about the East becausc Nurmihas not run out there. who pay their pennies to patronize sport. If a prize

Experts in such matters estimate that Nurmi has fighter accidentally slips and falls without being hit,

attracted between seventy - five and one hundred thou- his opponent gracefully extends his gloved paws as a

sand dollars into various armories and such - like barns sort of elegant acknowledgment that he is taking no

since he came here. undue credit for the spill of his opponent. This al

Yet, theways of our rulers of amateur sports being ways brings a generous round of applause from the

what they are, the man has lived as the guest and at pop -eyed spectators who are pleased to note that the

the expense of a distant family connection — in the gallant gladiator didn't kick his adversary in the face.

none-too-palatial residence of an apartment house su- It sometimes happens that a boxer doesn 't hear the

perintendent in the Bronx — save when he has been bell and caresses his opponent's jaw with a swishing

w

KELLET

RUE DE LA PAVY
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uppercut or a stabbing jab when he should have been

walking toward his corner . The noble recipient of

this little attention , if the blow is not too severe, or if

he happens to be winning at the time, claims no foul,

but again extends his gloves in that curious handshake

of the professional fighter. He shows the wide, wide

world what should be expected of the better classes,

and from diabetic ringside seat holders to the broken

arched, squint-eyed hero in the gallery there comes a

patter of approval and the endorsement to the nearest

friend or stranger that that guy's a sport all right.

It takes thirty -four laps for a five thousand meter

R
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O
. . .

KELLEY,

RUE DE LA PAIX

around the wooden track with

all of the spirit of one mowing

down a big field of brilliant

competitors. He won the race.

The twelve thousand spectators,

race on the track at Madison Square Garden . The one imagines, would have anticipated the tearing down

two greatest long distance runners of the age were of old Madison Square Garden by ripping a few

entered in the K . C . meet, and they are not friends. shingles off the ancient roof with an explosion of ap

Nurmi took the lead and held it, and as lap after lapproval for a knightly deed if Ritola had covered the

was reeled off in world 's record time, Ritola seventy yards to his opponent and then , keeping pace

dropped farther and farther behind. When seventy - with him , left the track at the same moment that

five yards separated the two great runners, Nurmi Nurmi was helped off by his trainers. Ho-hum !

stopped and with a look of agony on his face doubled

up as one will in a cramp. His legs were all right

but his physiology was all wrong. What happened to V ITH the publicity flourishes that attend every

him has caused swimmers to drown, and the pain was movement of this erratic family, the Richard

like the one that caused Corbett to writhe on the can - Bennetts are definitely being divorced and the separa

vas while completely conscious, unable to get up and tion agreement specifies that Mrs. Bennett is to have

rend the freckled Fitzsimmons. the two other children . At the same time it is an

Here was the glorious opportunity , and Ritola never nounced that Maurice is to dance with Barbara.

saw it. Nurmi's agony seventy -five yards away sent Maurice, not too inconsolable after the sudden

an electric energy into the other Finn's legs. Despon - marriage of his former partner, Leonora Hughes,

dent and beaten , he became exalted and pounded began holding daily seances at the Club Lido , in
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traveling from
“ Social commenta

tor
. " Sociscen, has its morose and

der to balkies hehas

the ball room .” traveling from city to city to compete in various races.

The Mirror, too, it will be seen , has its morose and For the payment of his railroad fares and hotel bills

brilliant commentator. “ Social gypsies,” he writes. outside New York, the beneficent A . A . U . is assessing

each club benefiting by his services one hundred dol

But it was a highly successful and entertaining lars, theresulting fund being administered by A . A . U .

party, and Ambassador Moore did sail the following officials. The club usually profits through Nurmi's

morning. appearance several thousand dollars more than usual,

so this cost item is nominal if ever one was. But some

of them are said to have yielded with ill, almost death
Second Cabin Passage

ly ill grače.

DAAVO NURMI, back home, is a worker in one From the fund amassed by the assessment of the

1 of the building trades of his native land . He is, clubs, the A . A . U . expects to pay Mr. Nurmi's return

you gather, no millionaire. He came to the United passage. It has not been decided yet whether he will

States as the guest of the Finnish -American Athletic be packed back second cabin , as he came, or first. But

Club, and he came, since that was the form of trans if Mr. Nurmihas anything to say about it, he will push

port provided , by second cabin . The Finns are thrifty off our shores in the royal suite of some Cunarder .

people , even when they emigrate to America and form His is not a grasping soul, but as the recipient of our

athletic clubs.
very amateur hospitality and as a student at last of

Since his arrival here Nurmihas been a great money the profits he has earned for his hosts, he is quite likely

maker for native athletic clubs. He ran once under to balk at taking passage on par with maiden school

auspices of his hosts, the Finnish -Americans, and teachers vacationing out of Dubuque.

thereafter for whatever organizations could persuade And, maybe, someone has whispered into his ear

or manoeuver him into signing an entry blank . His that our native athletic lights would scorn any such

amazing performances and the flood of publicity they meagre traveling allowances as have been granted

commanded have proved a financial blessing for clubs
him . Indeed, it is said that it costs more to bring some

everywhere along the Atlantic seaboard. Every time of them from Chicago to New York than it did to

he has appeared he has been the magnet which has at- transport Nurmi, second cabin , from Finland to our

tracted packed houses. The rivalry for his may one hospitable shores.

say services in connection with amateur sport? — ser

vices, then, has been so great that on the Pacific Coast THERE are certain polite amenities that seem to

they are saying even more nasty things than usual 1 be necessary for the proper enjoyment of those

about the East because Nurmi has not run out there. who pay their pennies to patronize sport. If a prize

Experts in such matters estimate that Nurmi has fighter accidentally slips and falls without being hit,

attracted between seventy- five and one hundred thou - his opponent gracefully extends his gloved paws as a

sand dollars into various armories and such -like barns sort of elegant acknowledgment that he is taking ni

since he camehere. undue credit for the spill of his opponent. Thi

Yet, the ways of our rulers of amateur sports being ways brings a generous round of applause fr

what they are, the man has lived as the guest and at pop -eyed spectators who are pleased to noto

the expense of a distant family connection in the gallant gladiator didn 't kick his adversarsi

none- too -palatial residence of an apartment house su - It sometimes happens that a boxer /

perintendent in the Bronx - save when he has been bell and caresses his opponent's jaw
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dropped farther

five yards seper

stopped and with the popularity of a tea the wane and that the Plaza is now the place for real

up as one will that an unseen shepherd two- fisted tea drinking.

but his physions new place almost before its It is hard to explain this sudden change, for the

him hur about. Biltmore offers exactly the same inducements as before

w place alma' s gost o uis, who comes to New York and the Plaza has moved along in the sameway for

ut. Jusut. " - copy of the Dial, arrived several years. Of course, when the new ball room

who comes 29 / 09 odwwho comes last visit, the Biltmore and the Terraced Room were added to the Fifty -ninth
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search of a blonde who could learn to step out with epic matters, the contemporary disturbances upon

him as gracefully as she could receive her $ 1,750 which Mr. Brisbane commented grew puny and even

weekly cheque. (Members of the Junior League unreal.

were offered $ 1,800, but there were no takers.) To The technique which animates Mr. Brisbane's

the Lido then came girls with unspeakable ankles, thinking is both philosophic and impressive. Mr. Bris

gross tonnages of several hundred pounds, and faces bane, in fact, when his style grows lucid and his

like Quasimodo - a lurid collection for New York, point clear, is reminiscent of Anatole France. He

the city of beautiful women. Maurice was prostrated breathes forth day after day, under astonishing handi

with woe, until Barbara Bennett chanced upon the caps, an adroit " tut tut,” a curious “ tut tut,” whose

scene. Voila ! Maurice must sail on Saturday for far - fetched calm startles the millions of nerve-har

France; Barbara was dark ,.lovely -looking, and cove- ried Hearst subscribers who follow his words.

tous of her sister Connie's flair for publicity . The secret of the matter is obviously that Mr.

Amid loud fanfares and the blowing of trumpets, Brisbane himself suffers from a Hearst hangover.

Maurice introduced Barbara as his new partner, and The crazed excitements he has directed , the Jabber

was guiding her expertly about the floor of the Lido wockian hysterias his employer's newspapers have as

when her mother came upon the scene. Vigorous sisted from time to time in creating , have acted in

shushing from Maurice as Mrs. Bennett aptly said , versely upon Mr. Brisbane's soul.

“ How wonderful! Can this be true? ” and more For a generation the Hearst press has led in whip

shushing before the answer, “Mrs. Bennett, it is true," ping the masses into the species of sterile but dervish

So Barbara has been transported to Paris, and El Fey like enthusiasms which has come to be known as

club, temporarily , knows her no more. Public Opinion . His gazettes, stretching from At

lanta to San Francisco , have stressed the importance

of fugitive and trivial happenings beyond the dreams

ASK seven taxpayers sampling their after-lunch of yesterday's journalistic Barnums. They have de

toothpicks in front of a drug store window and veloped into an art the business of inflating salacious

watching the lady demonstrate the virtues of the No- details, superficial gestures and the endlessly unvarying

Ink Fountain Pen , “Who is the greatest thinker in buncombe of Public Characters into seven column

the United States ? ” headline news; with the result that the mind of the

Five of them will answer with ease and spontaneity , average newspaper reader has been reduced, if reduc

“ Arthur Brisbane.” (On a rainy afternoon , the tion were possible, to a St. Vitus dance of fevered

number will be increased to six.) and chaotic nonsense . And Mr. Brisbane is the hang

Mr. Brisbane's status as a thinker is one which in - over.

spires shorts of derision in the bosomsof the nation 's His daily column is a gentle and amiable give away

most important thinkers. Nevertheless, there is a sin - of the headline screams which enliven the remainder

gularly engaging quality aboutMr. Brisbane's think- of the papers for which he writes. Calmly , and with

ing, a certain sorrowful leit motif in his thoughts, an the aid of seventeen sets of encyclopediæ , Mr. Bris

almost droll wistfulness that has a decided charm . bane repudiates from day to day the Importance of

For instance, after the Hearst newspapers, which News. At times he even moralizes.

Mr. Brisbane helps direct, have devoted weeks to in - His moralizings are frequently succinct and civil

flaming the masses with curiosity and excitement over ized. And frequently they degenerate into a loose

a Dempsey -Firpo fight, Mr. Brisbane, mumble, as if it were too dangerous to

writing from the ringside, places his make oneself understood on some top

finger to his brow and says how ridicu ics. On the whole , however, his moral

lous is the spectacle of two subnormal izings tower splendidly over the moral

brutes punching each other in the head. izings of Dr. Frank Crane, Bruce Bar

Mr. Brisbane's attitude toward other ton and such.

national and international events is sim To the taxpayers turning from the

ilarly depressing. Following the hys acrobatic squallings of the headlines to

terical hullaballoo caused by the ap the hangover weariness of Mr. Bris

proach of a Republican or Democratic bane, the latter becomes in a very start

National Convention — a hullaballoo ling manner a great thinker , a tonic.

which the Hearst papers do more than His remarks soothe the frazzled nerves

their share in contributing — Mr. Brisbane seats him of the Hearst readers and give them a vicarious sense

self again at the ringside and writes deflatingly of of cynicism without endangering the comparative

the entire show . emptiness of their heads.

His column in the Hearst papers is filled contin - For Mr. Brisbane's thinking does not consist of

ually with references to the Unimportance of Events, saying that the fetiches which the press dangles be

the Meaninglessness of Politics, Conventions, Calami- fore its customers are wrong or questionable, but

ties, etc. Wistfully, Mr. Brisbane contrasts the little merely that they are, compared to something else to

skyrocket excitements of the day with the History of be found in an encyclopedia , unimportant.

Man. Mr. Brisbane is Mr. Hearst's Buddha Complex .

In one day's column, recently, there were refer

erences, half of them inaccurate, to the French Revo

lution , to the Cro-Magnons, to the grave distances of THE herding tendency is now hard at work on

the stars, and to the vanished civilizations of Babylon , 1 the afternoon tea crowds. No one American

Nineveh and Troy. Contrasted to these profound and scientists are obviously shiftless — has ever figured
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All Dressed Up

out exactly what makes for the popularity of a tea

room , but it is certainly true that an unseen shepherd

herds the entire flock to a new place almost before its

existence has been noised about.

A woman from St. Louis, who comes to New York

about every other year, like a copy of the Dial, arrived

in New York recently . On her last visit, the Biltmore

had been the place to go for tea , so quite naturally she

arranged a party there for the day after her arrival.

The tea party was had there, to be sure, but it did

not take her long to discover that its popularity was on

the wane and that thc Plaza is now the place for real

two- fisted tea drinking.

It is hard to explain this sudden change, for the

Biltmore offers exactly the same inducements as before

and the Plaza has moved along in the same way for

several years. Of course, when the new ball room

and the Terraced Room were added to the Fifty -ninth

Street hotel, interest in it was accelerated , so far as

dinners and elaborate parties were concerned, but the

tea room remains as was. It is merely one of those

problems.
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en OF ALL THINGS

A S The New Yorker enters upon its seventh

week it acknowledges with pleasure the many

letters received from its Lifelong Subscribers.

refiner , a liability in Washington , would be an asset

here .

Our grecting to Spring and the Barnum -Ringling

circus— welcome to our publicity.

As we understand the Warren

controversy , the Senate had the

legal right to reject a cabinet ap

pointment, but it is not considered

the elegant thing to do. The Sen

ate stands by the Constitution and

the White House falls by the

Book of Etiquette.

We believe in a Book Censorship , but we don 't

seem to tune in with the earnest believers who want

to prevent the publication of " objectionable” books.

It is our notion that any book which contains anything

new , in subject, style or treatment, will be objection

able to somebody; and, if it

doesn 't contain something new ,

we don 't see the sense of spoiling

so much paper. In the interest of

our spruce forests, we favor the

publication of nothing but objec

tionable books.

According to Mrs. Sherman,

Of course, if the Key to the president of the Federation of

City fits those famous padlocks, Women 's Clubs: “ The club

that would be something else women of the country hope to

again . awaken their sisters to the neces

sity of restoring the old fashion

ed home.” But the most prom

At the hour of going to press inent feature of the o. f . home

our lack of excitement over the was mother — who, in those days,

Dennistoun divorce case was practically intense. No- was not at the women's club.

body could be less agog. Besides, this foreign scan

dal takes newspaper space that should be devoted to
Our bet is thatMr. Dawes's campaign to cure the

wholesome American themes, like the money squabbles
squabbies

Senate of
Senate of loquaciousness will make an amusing item

of theGould family.
o in some 1950 paper under the title, “ Twenty - five

Years Ago.” o

More interesting to us were the stories of Mr. “ The dread period of 1908 to 1920," writes Jay

Quackenbush 's declaration that the subway might be E . House in the Evening Post, "was that of govern

bankrupted if made to lengthen the station platforms, mental bunk.”

the Wall Street piece about the decline in I. R . T . We see that— and raise it five years.

stocks and Mr. Quackenbush's subsequent statement re

bankruptcy. This offered a restless mind an oppor The Turks are said to be mobilizing a hundred
tunity to surmise what went on in the offices of the

thousand men in an effort to affect theMosul boun
I. R . T ., in Mr. Quackenbush 's office and in the pub

dary decision but, despite this display of force , we

licity office, and the laugh Mayor Hylan (we pre
have every confidence that right and justice and

sume) had with his son - in -law .
Christian civilization will prevail and the British will

get the oil. eben

We saw Mr. Hedley once, the only Interest we Among the dangers which the Roosevelt-Cherrie

have ever met. Prior to this we had always felt a party will face in the Himalayan region are man

little safer with Mayor Hylan in town. Since then eating tigers. It is consoling to reflect that Kermit

we have not felt concern. Mr. Hedley seemed to be understands the ways of these beasts and that Theo

merely a good natured, middle -aged business man , dore was eaten by one no longer ago than last Novem

somewhat worried , and we felt like patting him on ber .

the head and saying, “ There, there, don 't fret; your

little old subway may come out all right after all.” It is increasingly evident, since the Prince of Wales

Ofcourse , it may not have been one of his carniverous is packing up for a new journey, that the British Em

days.
pire is ruled by a man whose son never settles.

If Mr. Charles Beecher Warren will get in touch

with our Mr. Banton he may find lucrative employ

ment as a dramatic tone lifter. His experience as a The New Yorker
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Vice -Al It Does Happen

THERE is a measure of Seymour Lowman in SIX months ago he was just Jim Gleason, another

| what he does between Legislative sessions. In good guy trying to get by ; an actor of parts too

Elmira, where he resides, the Lieutenant-Governor of scattered for comfort; an incident of the Rialto .

this State occupies himself with the related industries Now he is Mr. James Gleason, playwright, co

of legal practice and building contracting. author of two successful comedies, currently prosper

He has been a provincial political leader for many ous— “ Is Zat So ? ” and “ The Fall Guy” with an

years : chairman of a Republican County Committee; income bringing great joy, but which will prove bur

thrice member of the Legislature, and dry densome along about February , 1926.

est of the drys, which adhesion to the Anti Quite a leap in six months; quite a leap.

Saloon League was responsible for his nom And the jump preceding, from a sergeantcy

ination last Fall, a sponge being needed to in the Old Army to an actor of however

mop up the wetness of T . R . 2 's record. few parts, was no inconsiderable stride,

He is grey , the Hon. Seymour Lowman, either .

as befits a man of 56 years, and he peers The man has portrayed himself faith

benevolently at one from behind gold fully in the rôle he plays, that of the
Seymour Lowman

rimmed spectacles, which help to make hini shrewd, slangy, semi-roughneck fight man

the ideal type for the rôle of Yankee grand ager in " Is Zat So ? ” . He is what he him

father. Yet at 56 he is just becoming self would call “ a square shooter." He

known to the people of the greatest city of does the best he can for everyone, including

his State ; and not so favorably known, for himself.

he has been fighting a thankless and losing At present he is not impressed by his new

battle for his party throughout the Legisla eminence, being too busy enjoying the sud

tive session just ended. One cannot al den good fortune come to him after thirty
ways have his regularity and his popularity , Ruth von Phul odd years of lean living. One hopes he

as Mr. Lowman discovered when he op will never get to the point of taking his

posed a reduction of the income tax, taking work too seriously ; and probably he won 't.

his stand in the interests of up -State coun Whatever else it did , the Old Army bred

ties. For the work, he drew on himself sergeants with level heads.

an editorial rebuke from the Herald Trib

une, the first administered to a Republican An Artist of Color

statesman by that journal in many days.
JISmother, they say, was a slave. With

James Gleason

The Puzzling von Phul
1 no disrespect, one hopes this is not the

glowing invention of some press agent. For

IMAGINE the blow to the Hellenic Ship there could be no finer justice than the fact

I builders' Board of Trade if Helen hadn 't of a son of slavery having risen to the front

had that sort of face . One thousand ship rank of artistry among the peoples.

contracts unlet. Then you may consider Roland Hayes, whether the slave story

what manner of hurt the cross word indus be true or no, is the son of America 's South ,

try would have suffered had its official whose gifts to art to -day are chiefly those

champion been a lady who didn't photo
Roland Hayes

made by its negro children. He was poor,

graph well. The disease might have strug of course. In 1905 he was a molder in

gled along, but it never could have become epidemic . a stove factory in Chattanooga and a choir singer

Fortunately , or unfortunately (we wouldn 't dare there . Through infinite sacrifice he acquired a musi

take Simon & Shuster's opinion about this ), Ruth von cal education. At one time during his student days

Phul, who sets bogey each day for one newspaper's he was a waiter at the distinguished Pendennis Club

puzzle and who supplies another with its daily allot- in Louisville. His serving there has added to its lustre.

ment of horizontals and verticals, is a person of dis- It was inevitable, for one of his ráce, that real

tinct charm , both of appearance and of manner. She recognition would have to come abroad before he

is the sort of vivacious young lady one would not would be accepted at home. Europe gave him this.

look to see going through life with Noah Webster in He enjoyed three years of triumph on the Continent,

one hand and the wrong Roget in the other. She is rising to the glory of a " command" performance in

in her early twenties. She is married, the wife of Buckingham Palace. After that, this democratic land

a civil engineer, and somehow sheknows how to spell could do no less than hail him as one of talent. He

despite a college education . She contracted the cross has even been accepted by the South and in West Vir

word puzzle illness while loyally attending boresome ginia, a year or so ago, he sang before the first

baseball games with Mr. von Phul. " mixed ” audience assembled there since the Civil

Our National Pastime has much to answer for ; War. A great accomplishment, truly, before which

and Ruth von Phul's cross-word addiction is not the his present Carnegie Hall successes seem trivial and

least count in the indictment. lustreless .
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A Gentleman with Two Cauliflower Ears

V OU may have caught a noteworthy omission back to the States and went to dealing faro for Tex

during the critical period when certain dis Rickard at Goldfield . Gambling was all rightif you

tinguished and distinguished looking gentle- made a business of it, it seemed . It's the amateurs

men of the armed forces of the United States came who get into trouble. Besides Jack had a theory about

so near busting one or more blood faro . You take an ordinary pack

vessels in the course of the intem - . of fifty -two cards,

perate reproaches they levelled at But there is scarcely time to go

“What Price Glory ? ” This gap into that here, for when America

accounts for the fact that the reso began to assemble its athletes to

lution of censure was not unani raid the Olympic games in 1908,

mous, though passed under the unit Mr. Craige, though a professional

rule with none but admirals and gambler, was an amateur athlete .

generals voting. The tally stands: He was the amateur middleweight

against the play — the Army, the boxing champion of the Atlantic

Navy; not voting — the Marine Division . When the games were

Corps. over at London he went over to the

The reason the tally stands so is Balkans where a war was going on ,

that when the storm broke the Ma with the intention of siding with

rine Corps generals consulted with the Serbs. The war petered out

a captain who had the gumption to before he got there, though, and

insist that the play was all right. Mr. Craige had just the fare to

By this means I introduce to you Paris, providing he worked his pas

John H . Craige, a gentleman with sage through the Mediterranean.

two cauliflower ears, captain and This was simple enough because

publicity magi of the U . S . Marine Captain John H . Craige ( did I tell you? ) Craige is a sailor,

Corps. The heavy end of a public having run off to seek a career on

ity man 's art sometimes is knowing when to keep his the sea when he was fourteen years old .

client out of print. Captain Craige knew that timeand He got to Paris on Saturday and wanted to eat, but

in a delicate situation maintained the Marine Corps relinquished his last fifty centimepiece in exchange for

traditional high average for sapient self-advertising. a copy of Le Sport. This excellent journal imparted

The Captain has been preserved to us, thus to serve the information that a three-round boxing match was

well his corps and his country , by reason of the fact a part of every Saturday evening's entertainment at

that some twenty years ago a trial jury in Colorado the Cirque de Paris: M . Quelquechose, the current

declined to hang him for murder. In point of fact French champion , met all comers, and any who stayed

the jury declined to do anything with the defendant, three rounds won fifty francs.

Craige, except to acquit him with applause . In those That night at the Cirque de Paris there was some

days the subject of our sketch was not a Marine but a commotion at the stage door because an American

miner, who played a little poker on the side. While exponent of la boxe insisted on getting in without a

thus employed one evening it became necessary for ticket. But Jack — for it was indeed he got in and

him to diminish the activities of a fellow sportsman, met M . Quelquechose in the ring. The fight lasted

who having introduced a fifth ace into the game, not three rounds but three seconds. Next Saturday

sought to eliminate the principal eye-witnesses. night it lasted only two seconds. M . Craige became

When the trial was over Jack Craige decided that the champion of France. He fought twice a week .

gambling sometimes led to other things which might He acquired a French manager and was getting rich .

(conceivably ) get an innocent man into trouble, so " Ah , next Saturday night I have the grand fight

he decided to go to Alaska and pursue his calling as a for you . A fellow countryman. What you call a

miner undisturbed by the allurements of the world . colored American .”

In Alaska he found an abundance of snow , but no “ What's his name? ” inquired M . Carpentier's pre

gold to speak of. Still, the fact that he could recite decessor.

the Episcopal burial service made him popular at “ Monsieur Sam McVey."

funerals, and his track experience at college helped This was on Wednesday . M . Craige asked his

out when he forsook mining in favor of mushing the manager to witness the fact that he had a severe cold .

Chilcoot trail. On Friday the state of M . Craige's health necessi

So the year passed pleasantly enough. He came tated his departure for Nice. On Saturday M . Sam
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McVey became the acclaimed champion of France . also wears both to perfection ? It is only too true.

In time the undefeated ex-champion found employ- His quarters in Washington are an untidy litter of

ment on the rewrite desk of the Evening World . books, boxing gloves, elephant guns, fencing para

Have I neglected to mention that Mr. Craige was by phernalia , chemical formulas and pictures. The cap

profession a journalist? He was, and he was once tain is a connoisseur of the arts and last winter aston

city editor of Mr. Munsey's Philadelphia Times. ished a lady from du Pont Circle who asked him to

Craige threw up a $ 12,000 publicity job and lined up tea to tell about his I. W , W . days with Big Bill

with God and the Marines when the war came. Haywood. Jack opened up and talked for an hour

When they put the stock inquiry about previous on Hogarth, innocently preempting the topic of a gen

military experience Craige made some passing allusion tleman who had been imported all the way from New

to the Guatemalan , Nicaraguan and Honduran armies. York for that very purpose .

Did I leave that out, too ? It is too bad if I did , be- Last night your correspondent dropped in on Jack

cause Senor Craige has served attractively on the field to do a cross word puzzle, but was regaled instead

of honor under those flags. He still carries a Guate - with a lecture on Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure

malan bullet around with him . Reason. Which was sufficiently confusing to suit the

So they made him a captain of Marines and when needs of the moment.

he got back from France General Lejeune took him Wherefore, is it any wonder that by silence the

for aide-de-camp and the director of publicity of the Marine Corps gives consent to the best piece of Ma

corps. In these capacities the captain whisks about be- rine propaganda since Chateau- Thierry — the same

tween Washington, Haiti, the Pacific Coast, the which is now in exercise at the Plymouth Theatre ?

Broadway shows and other strong points on the far- In May the captain retires as aide to General Le

Aung Marine horizon. jeune to join the Gendarmerie de Haiti and will wear

Have I omitted to state that the captain comes from a plume in his hat, but he will remain the same old

an old Rittenhouse Square family in Philadelphia and Jack who still regards himself as possessing only one

is related to the Biddles? That he has the manners small claim to distinction. That is the fact that he

of a cavalier ? That he sometimes wears a dinner one time gave President Harding a chew of tobacco .

coat and a dress suit both in the same evening and - Quid

elated to theuse Square familie captain com

Lithographs

7 HEN it snows in the city,

( The streets are clean and dry in a week or

less ) ,

I sit in the Queen Anne Room

Ofmy hundred dollar a week suite,

And think how it used to snow out there

In Montana before I sold the sheep

And came to Wall Street,

And cocktails,

And dinner clothes.

When Spring comes in the city

( You discover it by the thermometer )

I try to remember Spring on the ranch

Compare roll-your-own cigarettes
And Corona -Coronas,

Grass in Montana and no grass

On Broadway.

Used to punch sheep for a living

Now I punch

Buzzers.

You can't see the stars at night

In New York City —

There is too much glare in the streets.

If some one called me Bill now ,

I wouldn 't even turn around;

And every time I get in my limousine

I want to throw my leg

Over the fender.

When it's summer in the city I remember

That I haven 't seen a bee

For thirteen years —

And out in Montana

They are still carrying honey to my old hive

Behind the big barn.

Tickers and financial pages,

Telephones and brokers :

All in thirteen years.

Lord ! I'm glad I sold those ornery sheep !

- Young Knick.
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FEZ AND THE DARK AGE

TOT so long ago I was re slave girls ceased . Once again the

clining on a divan in the an plaintive murmur of the Harim

cient Moorish city of Fez, warmed the cool night air of the

The palace in which I was a guest patio .

looked like Al-Hambra , although Mine host went on : "We know

the wealthy Arab who owned it had even the streets of your cities — the

built it himself not thirty years ago. clean , high soukhs of New York,

The walls were a maze of lace -like Chicago, San Francisco. Weknow

wood and creamy arabesques. The Fifth Avenue where everybody

ceiling was intricate with gems. At lives. What a long street it must

my feet burned a brasier of scented be! And no dirt, no smoke, no

charcoals. An Ethiopian slave girl, poverty ! One thinks of the gar

silent and slight, kept taking from dens of Allah underneath which

my hand the half empty cup and flow waters. . . ."

filling it afresh with herb-spiced tea . “ But, father, " said the serious

Beside me were three noblemen of Islam : mine young poet, “ America is not like Paradise . Thou for

host, his son who was an exquisite youth adept at gettest that Paradise has no struggle. In America

composing verse in classic Arabic, and a philosopher there is struggle . Americans are human.” Heturned

from Tunis. As we chatted and sipped our ceremonial to me. " I have followed the drama of your Ameri

cups, a song came from across the inner court whose can life. I understand a little. You must not think

roof was the clear sky of Africa . It was a muffled that we idealize — that because our world is so dull,

harmony of many women 's voices — the hidden word we make a romance about America. We know , for

of the Harim . instance, that American wives are sometimes tempted .”

“ Tell us about America,” said the young poet. “ Ah,” said the Tunisian , “ but they do not fall.

“Weknow enough about America ,” explained his They err a little way ; then , before it is too late, they

father, “ to be eager to know more.” come back to their home.”

“ Your country is not strange to us here, ” said the “ There are bad men in your stoney mountains.

Tunisian . “ Of course there are no cinemas in an - Brigands like among the Berbers of our Rif.”

cient cities like Fez -el-Bali. But in the European “ Do they not reform , ere they die ? ” said the Tun

quarters of many African towns, there are theatres. isian. “ Do they not often end their days as officers

And when we go to theatre , it is to see America." of the law ?”

“ What a romantic world is yours! ” exclaimed the “ You have a social conflict,” remarked the father

poet, clapping his hands twice. A second slave girl who was a Cherif, a true descendant of Mohammed.

glided into the room , heard the low Arabic command " The men of your lower classes seem at times to

and disappeared. There was a shuffling of bare feet have strange notions of what they call their 'rights.' ”

on the cold tiled floor outside. And now a minor The philosopher answered : “ There are evil men

music drifted in . The voices were dry and quiet like everywhere, and idle women — even in New York.

the strings that accompanied them . But you have noticed, my brother , that the princes

" It is hard,” the poet wenton, " hard to know that and nobles of America have solved this problem of the

America is real. Were it not that motion pictures are social conflict. They have solved it with justice. If a

photography, one might doubt that such perfection man of the lower classes is a great mechanic or crafts

could exist — in our age — in our drab world.” man, or a great counter of money, he is admitted to

“ Photographs cannot lie,” said the Tunisian. the upper class. Often, he receives the master's

" Your wondrous women ! So noble, so pure. We daughter in marriage.”

know them all. We know Mary Pickford . We “ Your aristocracy,” said the poet, " like the one or

have beheld the immaculate countenance of Gloria iginated by the Prophet, is based on merit. The wise

Swanson .” become the rich ; the noble becomes the master.”

" If Moslem women were so chaste of soul, their There was a pause in which I asked a question :

faces might not need veils,” observed the father. “ Has not this original aristocracy of the Prophet

“ You perhaps require the Law of the Prophet less lasted ? Have evil changes comeupon Islam ? ”

than we do,” remarked the Tunisian , a most broad . The Cherif spoke : " Islam has wandered far from

minded follower of Mohammed. the laws of Al Koran. Wehave been rewarded with

“ Ah, it is not so !” returned the poet. " Is it not the curse of idleness and corruption : with the Curse

rather, that in America they do obey his laws? They whose name is the European .”

work — all the men work . All the women make good " Perhaps you do not know how Islam is heartened

wives. There is no drinking of in his downcast state by the pictures

wine. ” of America,” said the man from

" Yours is a happy world,” said Tunis. “ You have seen our cities

the Tunisian . He wrapped his from Egypt to the western sea .

burnoose about him and sipped his Reality for us is poverty , chaos,

tea . “ It is hard for us to know slavery. But though we are feeble ,

that it is real.” The song of the we are better than the Barbarians
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from Europe whom the Prophet has sent to scourge Swanson as romantic myths. But photographs do not

us, as a curse upon us. We know these men and lie .”

women from Paris and London . The men drink, “ Take back to your country our thanks,” said the

cheat, gamble, lie. The women commit adultery. old Cherif. “We have been heartened by you. We

If they taught us something better than greed and will endeavor to emulate you. Since you do not break

craftiness, we could have understood more easily why the law against strong drink, we shall strive to obey

the Prophet's curse took this form — why he sent these it. Since your women are free and yet pure , we shall

people to enslave us. strive (as the Prophet commanded ) to free ours.

“ But as the old saying is : 'Eat deep enough into the Since all your cities are clean, and all your laborers

gall and you will find a reason.' We understand . and artisans and farmers rich , we shall be generous,

The invasion of France and England and Spain has too."

brought along with it the pictures of America. The eyes of the young poet gleamed.

America's message of blessing has been sent us through “ To this I dedicate my life! Some day Fez-el

this curse. Had we heard of America through the Bali shall be like New York !”

mouths of the European , we should not have believed. He clapped his hands: a slave girl glided in , bring

We should have looked on New York and on Gloria ing fresh -incensed brasiers. - Search -Light

STORY OF MANHATTANKIND
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SHOP

TROM time imme broken pieces to newcom

morial, New York ers who were going in

has been famous for its for art.

art. “ Time immemor Greenwich Village

ial” means as long as was said to be unconven

folks can remember. tional. The rest of the

New Yorkers never could city thought this was

remember very long. naughty, so the Village

Art was invented in became popular. Regu

Greenwich Village. lar New Yorkers pre

Greenwich Village was tended to like the conven

invented by a real estate
SHOPPE

tions. That was before

agent. His tenants all they had one. But when

belonged to the bour one at last came to the

geoisie, and they kicked city, New York changed

like steers whenever the its mind ,

roof leaked or the radia The convention soon

tors froze up : became chronic , but New

“What this town York eventually got rid

needs," he said , “ is an of it by threatening to

Artistic Temperament.” He Pointed Out Typical Bohemians tear the building down.

So he assembled some Robert Edmond Jones

bank clerks and underwear salesmen , and pointed was another of the great Mythical Characters of this

them out to each other as Typical Bohemians. He era. He was known as the Ruler of the World , but

called this process “ Seeing the Village ” and upon only at home.

those who saw the village three times, he conferred The next most prominent peak in New York's sky

the title of “ Old Villager.” This gave the wearer line was known as the Woolworth Building. It was

the right to rent a studio with a stuffed-up fireplace, a sort of Memorial Temple built to commemorate the

beautifully situated above a Chinese laundry . glories of the five and ten cent stores. There were

Putting up with these inconveniences soon devel- said to be ten thousand of these stores in the city ; and

oped radicalism and the artistic temperament, both of there is an ancient legend that beer was once five

which were greatly appreciated by the business leaders cents and hard liquor ten . Whether these are the

of the burg. stores which the Temple commemorated is not defi

It had been customary, also, for families to hang nitely known, but the temple was built in the shape

on to their furniture and move it with them from of a bung -starter. .

place to place , but with the advent of the artistic tem - Emperor Volstead captured New York in the early

permanent, they got to throwing it out the window in - part of the twentieth century . Sudden death was no

stead. The dealers then picked it up, and sold the longer cheap. It cost sixty cents a shot.

herb

roth

Those Prejudiced Critics

The change of scene in the last act (of

“ Siegfried” ) which nearly cost Mr. Taucher

his life, or at least some permanent injury,

was well contrived.

- The Times

Blood is Thicker, Isn 't It ?

We read that certain Eskimos make their

wives chew sealskin in order to soften it .

This is what the Americans call “ putting

the moth in mother.”

- Punch

Soft for the Page Boys

Frank Wawak, Jr., and William Wa.

wak, of the Bilhuber Wawak Co., are in

the market, stopping at the Hotel Prince

George.

- Daily News Record
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. has gypsy
werBabbieisthe evening nglish actor whag She Is”

TT'S a pretty sad thing to see people you've known well between the woman and the actress. She was a

and loved grow gray and old -timers before their little arch in her charm , to be sure, but the spectacle of

time. And yet it's happened twice this season , both her occasional flagrant reaches for wistfulness was

times at Dillingham openings of Barrie revivals, and puny compared to the massive gropings in the same

about the only reason this piece is being written is to direction by the distinguished author of her play.

fix things so it won't happen again . “ The Little Minister,” as a play, is pretty poor

This department has never seen Maude Adams. stuff, and it's a bit of a shame that it wasn 't produced

(Add the circumstance that Maude Adams has never under a nom de plume, so that someof the ink -stained

seen this department, either , and you 've got a pretty wretches could have had a dandy time writing about

good start for a play. Miss Adams, see , is this de- a plot that would blow up any time any character

partment's aunt and has written that she's coming to went sane and told who Babbie 's father really was.

New York to pay that visit she's been threatening for And then that delightful second act scene — it must

twenty years and particularly to see this department's run close to fifteen minutes — in which Babbie and

new and snappy bride that it's been writing her about her father discuss the mysterious gypsy woman, and

But, alas, this department has no bride and only said only you and Babbie know that she's the gypsy . And

it had one so it could get a larger monthly allowance on top of that, as if your cup of joy weren 't already

out of Aunt Maude, who's rich as blazes. What to full to overflowing, there's that cute device by which

do ? Just then the bell rings. It's a little milliner, the old Lord forbids the marriage of Gavin and Bab

who's come to the wrong apartment by mistake.) bie but insists upon the marriage of Gavin and the

This department, in case you 've forgotten , has gypsy woman , all because he doesn 't know , the old

never seen Maude Adams. But it does know that silly, that Babbie is the gypsy woman.

statistics prove that the young women of the town are Ralph Forbes, a young English actor who came to

much more beautiful than they were twenty years ago, America about three months after “ I'll Say She Is”

that there are five papers in New York with more good opened , does handsomely as little Gavin. In the race

writing to the column than there were in ten issues of for wistfulness, he leaves Barrie far behind . And

the old Sun, (which was the Columbia Spectator of its the rest of the cast gives some excellent performances

time) , and that most of the old men about town had of somemusical comedy characters Barrie thought up.

to be driven to the Hoffman House at cocktail hour

with a whip , and it is not going to have its lobby con

versations made ineffectual by the doctrine that the T HE theatre, too, gets its Veldt-Schmerz in the

sun of theatrical charm set at about the time it was 1 Spring. It wasn't so long ago that “Cape

fighting Irish boys on the lower East Side. Smoke” opened and “White Cargo” has been playing

Thus, the other evening at the in Judge Knox 's court room and

Globe, a large part of the first of a number of other theatres for

night audience put in its time ever. So what does a new organi

watching how well Ruth Chat
The New Plays

zation called “ The Stagers” do

terton was playing the rôle of but produce “ The Blue Peter,"

Maude Adams in “ The Little THE LITTLE MINISTER. At the and the curtain rises and shows you

Minister,” a rôle that the pro Globe. A fair production of a poor the White Man 's Burden drink

gram foolishly called Lady Bab play. Subject of next week's de ing Tom Collinses against an in

bie . The result, of course , was bate: Was Lincoln a Greater Presi
digo background. But, although

thatMiss Chatterton had about as
dent than Maude Adams?

David Hunter , the hero, goes back

much chance of getting a favor THE BLUE PETER. At the Fifty-Sec home to get married , he can never

able response as this department ond Street. The Stagers' first pro get the call of Algeria out of his

has of getting a smile out of the duction . But the Guild 's first pro blood. He argues with his wife

boys at the Union League Club, duction was “ Bonds of Interest." about it for three acts, but the

who read their Benchley like a There is a group of distinguished married men in the audience are

Bible and denounce imitations. patrons. pathetically aware of a Christmas

For the record — this, mind you, tree standing in his parlor from

is a statement of fact, not of
Eve 's LEAVES. At Wallack's. A new

opinion - Miss

the very beginning and he might
play by Harry Chapman Ford .

Chatterton was just as well have saved his breath ;

pretty good, and this is a depart you can 't argue with a woman ,

ment that can distinguish very = they 're all alike. He'll find that

Tudge

of
other a new or

do
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S .

out. And if you think he went back to Algeria after hundred thousand dollars to produce. Present Follies

all, that shows how much you know . is funniest ever, say all critics. How are you ? ”

“ The Stagers," unless proper precautions are taken

in time, seem likely to grow up into another Theatre THIS is about to be what most people would re

Guild, and then there'll be two tapestry balls each gard as the record of a not particularly hand

Winter. However, they have still to catch their Helen some bit of behavior. And yet the person it concerns

Westley. will like as not be indignant that his name is not

In the present production, Warren William , Mar- mentioned , his ideas of publicity being what they are .

garet Vonnegut, George Riddell and Mary Kennedy A few weeks ago, then , there was a tragic death of

give good , though obvious, performances.., Margaret the wife of a composer who had written two or three

Wycherly is all right as an actress, too, but she plays tunes for one of the town's most prominent musical

one of those white -haired mothers who sit around pa- successes. The papers, the following day, in report

tiently and say, “My dear, life goes on just the same," ing the sad event, said that she was the wife of the

in a sweet voice, that should be saved for convicts on man who had written the music for the show in ques

the morning of their walk to the electric chair . tion , an excusable error, since newspapers are not re

quired to be thoroughly acquainted with all the inner
And They Do Say authorships of scores.

THE Friars Club, a few nights ago, tendered a. A week later , in California, the man who had writ

1 dinner in honor of Governor Al Smith , andna ten
ten most of the music — barring the two or three tunes

people who had just about recovered from last season 's , to which reference has been made - received the New

vapors were treated anew to an attack of " The Side York papers. He read, as a slight detail of stories

walks ofNew York .” But Governor Smith is a prop dealing with a tragic death , where it was said that

erly popular person and so there were no objections. another was composer of the score, and not part-com
anoth

In fact, everything was most harmonious, and the poser . Whereupon he hastened to the telegraph office

occasion seems likely to go down into history , for the
and demanded of his New York producer that efforts

largest part, as the locale of another LouisMann story, be made to induce the newspapers to publish correc

Mr. Mann is, without contradiction , the greatest
tions.

actor in the world . So valuable and important a per
RAMATIC criticism , it is no secret, is of all

son is he, indeed, that a few weeks ago, when he
sorts. It was, thus, Percy Hammond who, in

angrily left the cast of an ungrateful play, the man
April, 1917, said tersely of a play, “ C 'est le guerre.”

agement, though it had but two more performances

to live, went to the expense of inserting a large ad
And it was Ashton Stevens, as reported by Mr. Ham

in the Times that read: “ A HOWLING SUCCESS
mond, who said maliciously of a revue known as

without LOUIS MANN.”
“ Round the Town” that the show ran late but the

audience early. And it was William Winter who
But to return to Mr. Mann . Something was said , wrote forever and ever of plays that didn 't run quite

or perhaps unsaid , at the dinner that gave him offense . so long

The receipt of offense is to Mr. Mann not the occa- But a new piece of criticism has come along that

sion for the birth of a secret. Hemuttered , growled, has made the remarks of the past so much waste effort.

nured and complained, loudly and with an in - Unfortunately, it is of little consequence unless it is
creasing volume of tone. He was, it was finally uttered in the hearing of John V . A . Weaver, hus

gleaned , going to resign from the Friars Club, at band of Peggy Wood and author of " In American "

whose dinner table he was now feasting. When , it and other books of verse. At the time of going to

was asked ? As soon as ever he finished his dinner,
press, Mr. Weaver had heard it nineteen times and

answered Mr. Mann, his rage decreasing no bit.
was getting a bit tired of it.

It follows:

A number of theatrical men were discussing the
R . ZIEGFELD , readers of the dramatic pages Actors' Theatre choice of Miss Wood as successor to

in newspapers are aware, is always sending tele - Miss Cornell in the role of Candida. For the most

grams. But it is a bit malicious for Mr. Ziegfeld 's part, it was believed that Miss Wood would fill the

own offices to spread the report, as they do, that Mr. rôle admirably.

Ziegfeld saved 180 lives at the recent fire in Palm There was one dissenter, who kept muttering to

Beach by sending to the occupants of 180 rooms in the himself. Finally he was prevailed upon to formulate

burning Breakers the following telegram : the reasons for his dissent.

“Come down at once the hotel is burning. When “Well,” he said , " you 're out of your mind . She's

in New York see the Ziegfeld Follies and Leon Errol not the type, for one thing, that a young poet would

in ‘Louie the 14th .' 'Louie the 14th ' cost over two fall in love with .”

murm
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THE ACTORS' THEATRE'S THIRD KNOCK -OUT

Bring Your Lunch and Remain in Your Seats to See “ The Wild Duck”

A THUMB-NAIL sketch of Miss Laurette inees of “ Pierrot the Prodigal,” saw Miss Tay

11 Taylor drawn by one who, though absent lor in “ Peg O ' My Heart" some years ago and

in Europe during Miss Taylor's appearances at Miss Patterson in “ Pierrot the Prodigal” in

the Forty -eighth Street Theatre in special mat- 1916 and remembers both pleasantly. — R . B .
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The New YORKER'S conscientious calendar of events worth while

THE THEATRE

CANDIDA - Ambassador

A masterpiece of modern comedy, with

Richard Bird as Marchbanks and Peggy

Wood as Candida.

LADY, BE GOOD - Liberty

George Gershwin 's music with a lot of

youth , good looks and Astaires thrown in .

MYRA HESS - Aeolian Hall

Evening, April 1. No fooling - here 's a

wham of a pianist.

ROSE MARIE - Imperial

The most popular musical comedy of the
year, thus proving once more that the pub

lic is not such a fool as it looks.

JASCHA HEIFETZ — Carnegie Hall

. Afternoon , April 5 . Last chance to hear

the only Yosh .
WHAT PRICE GLORY ? — Plymouth

It took the American stage 150 years to

learn how to do a job as good as this

noble play about toughs in agony.

JOHN MCCORMACK - Carnegie Hall

Evening , April 5 . Eat your supper in Car

negie and stay for one of the really great.

THE WILD DUCK — The Forty- eighth Street

An experience whereby the younger gen

eration can rediscover that Ibsen was a
middling good playwright.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK - Shubert

This, the best of American expressionist

plays, has just returned to town, after a

peculiarly successful tour in the Dubuques.

If you haven 't seen it, the more fool you.

THE SHOW -OFF — Playhouse

The comedy which gave the critics some

thing else to be monotonous about besides

“ The First Year."

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES – New Amsterdam

By far the funniest of the Follies, what

with W . C . Fields and W . C . Fields.

THEGUARDSMAN — Booth

An early Molnarism with Lynn Fontanne

and Alfred Lunt happily inaugurating the

most promising partnership since Aber
crombie & Fitch .

LOUIE THE FOURTEENTH - Cosmopolitan

A wonderful production , full of colors

and motion , and Leon Errol. He does his

old stuff, but to Errol is human .

WITH THE ORCHESTRAS
Philharmonic, Mengelberg conducting:

Carnegie Hall, evening, April i (soloist :

Yolanda Mero) ; evening, April 2, after
noon , April 3, (soloist : Germaine Taille

ferre). Metropolitan Opera House, after

noon, April 5, (soloists : Sundelius and
Cahier ) .

New York Symphony, Damrosch conduct

ing : Carnegie Hall, afternoon , April 2 ,

evening, April 3, (soloist : Rachmaninoff ) .

Aeolian Hall, afternoon April 5, (soloist:

Lawrence Tibbett ) .

Friends of Music, Bodanzky conducting :
Town Hall, afternoon, April 5 .

AT THE METROPOLITAN

Afternoon, April 1, Aida; evening, April

1, Faust ; evening, April 2, La Juive; eve

ning, April 3, Tristan und Isolde; after
noon , April 4 , L 'Oracolo and Coq d'Or;

evening, April 4 , Carmen .

THEY KNEW WHAT THEY WANTED — Klaw

Pauline Lord and others in a good, earthy,

hearty retelling of Paolo and Francesca 's
little difficulty — this time with a San Fran

cisco waitress as the heroine.

THE FALL GUY - Eltinge

Ernest Truex having the time of his

youngish life in a comedy that is as ornery,

as filling and as popular as a stack of
wheats.

PIERROT THE PRODIGAL - The Forty
eighth Street

Special matinees of a winning French pan

tomime with Laurette Taylor extraordinar

ily fine as a mute but far from inglorious
Pierrot.

IS ZAT SO ? — The Forty -sixth Street

The nearest thing to “ Lightnin ' " since MOVING PICTURES
“ Lightnin '."

THE LAST LAUGH

SILENCE - National Germany contributes another landmark to
H . B . Warner and John Wray in a melo the advance of the motion picture drama.

drama about a con man with ideals . Should be seen by everyone. Yorkville

Casino, Eighty-sixth Street and Lexington

THE FIREBRAND – Morosco Avenue, April 1, 2, 3 and 4 .

A farce about the Florence of the Medicis GREED

written as if it were yesterday, with Joseph

Schildkraut making the faces, Frank Mor
Von Stroheim 's interesting adventure in

gan making the hit and Edwin Justus
shifting Frank Norris's “McTeague” to

the screen. State Theatre, Brooklyn , March
Mayer making the beds.

31. Newlaw Theatre, Second Avenue and
Second Street, April 1, 2 , 3, 4 .

PROCESSIONAL — The Forty -ninth Street

A motley play, confusingly reviewed as “ The Goose Hangs High” will be shown

though it reeked with hidden meanings, beginning April 26 in all Loew Theatres.

whereas it is chiefly full of mere excite

ment and beauty . MUSIC

ART

ANNUAL SHOW - National Academy

One hundredth exhibition of National

Academy of Design with blue ribbons and

runners-up. Opens April 1.

HENRIMATISSE – WeyheGalleries

Drawings, lithographs and etchings of the

great master at prices in reach of all.

LEON KROLL - Rehn Galleries

Sixteen interesting paintings by one of the

Woodstock school. Careful and cautious.

GEORGE BELLOWS - Frederick Keppel Gal.
lery

Exhibition of lithographs and drawings

by an artist who had more sense of life

than any American working at it.

YOUNG MODERNS - Dudensing Galleries

Colorful stuff of Art Students League

painters; modernism after it has been to

school.

. OTHER EVENTS

THE CIRCUS - Madison Square Garden

Annual engagement. Last season in his

toric Garden .

RAINBOW BALL - Ritz- Carlton

April 3 . Annual ball for the benefit of

the Association for the Aid of Crippled
Children .

MUSIC BOX REVUE - Music Box

The fourth of these extravaganzas with

Irving Berlin writing a stirring score and

then playing absolutely safe in casting it.

WANDA LANDOWSKA - Aeolian Hall

Evening, March 31. The best of old mu

sic for harpsichord and piano by a gen -

ius, with Mengelberg conducting.

RUTH ST. DENIS - -Carnegie Hall

Afternoon and evening, March 31. With

Ted Shawn in new program of dances.
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AMERICAN music insists on making itself Would that we might continue in this vein touchin '

heard, although it was our intention to ex- on and pertainin ' to Charles Wakefield Cadman 's

pound the beauties of the revival of " Pelleas “ The Garden of Mystery,” an opera in one act and

et Melisande” at the Metropolitan and to convince the three curtain drops, fashioned after Hawthorne's

subscribers that Lawrence Gilman is not the only mu- " Rappaccini's Daughter” by Nelle Richmond Eber

sical commentator who can be moved to prose by De- hart! This piece, written some fourteen years ago,

bussy's opera. Yet, we have had another effort at the was brought to Carnegie Hall as the feature of an

Great American Opera in the near past and an Ameri- All American evening in aid of the Association of

can orchestral work has been performed with such Music School Settlements. There was a cast of five

success that its critic -composer was compelled to tra - native singers, a home grown orchestra conducted by

verse 220 yards or thereabouts up and down the aisles Howard Barlow , four indigenous dancers from the

of Carnegie Hall, from row W to the platform and Noyes School of Rhythm , and stage setting supplied

back, to acknowledge a series of spontaneous ovations. courteously by the Metropolitan Opera Company

Why not, as the car cards have it, patronize your na- Mr. Cadman's work had not been in progress for

borhood composer? more than ten minutes before it became reasonably

obvious that no history was being made. The psy

chological story is undramatic and Mr. Cadman 's ear

The critic -composer, as the prescient have suspected, filling but uneventful music does not compensate for

was Deems Taylor whose “ Through the Looking the lack of interest in the fable. Of the singers, only

Glass ” suite had three consecutive performances by Yvonne de Treville salvaged her rôle, and of the or

the Philharmonic Orchestra under direction of Mr. chestra , nothing fearfully enthusiastic may be re

Mengelberg. This sequence of five sketches prob- ported. Mr. Barlow dispensed rhythmic indications

ably holds the New York record among American and cues manfully and musically against discouraging

works for the greatest number of performances in odds, and the rather fashionable audience departed

the last few years. It was played first in its chamber early and often . In view of the strange idiom of the

music orchestra form by the New York Chamber text, the lack of diction on the part of the vocalists

Music Society, and repeated in its long pants by Mr. may be set down as an asset.

Damrosch with the New York

Symphony Orchestra ,Mr. Stokow This is Bach year. Harold Sam

ski with the Philadelphia Orchestra , uel, that brilliant and stimulating

Mr. Barlow with the American pianist from England, seems to

National Orchestra, Mr. Reiner have started the revival with two

with the Philharmonic Orchestra Bach programs which not only

at the Stadium Concerts, and now drew , but delighted audiences .

again by Mr. Mengelberg. There have been few piano or vio

Almost all of the Western or lin recitals which have not indulged

chestras have produced Mr. Tay in a little Bach slapping, and even

lor's composition , and these per singers have braved the difficulties

formances, along with the radio of the old master 's vocal writing .

broadcasting of the first of the The annual Lenten performance

three Philharmonic hearings under of the St. John Passion by the

Mr. Mengelberg, probably have Friends of Music made more

made it known to music lovers friends of Bach , and soon we are

throughout the land. to have the St. Matthew Passion

The highest praise that could be under Mr. Mengelberg's auspices.

awarded to “ Through the Looking The large advance sale for the St.

Glass” would be that it is worthy John Passion and the St. Matthew

of its theme; and that praise is Passion is attributed by some ob

awarded freely . Here are " dream servers to the popular belief that

ing eyes ofwonder” and even those these titles refer to film productions.

who consider nationalism in mu Dusolina Giannini

sic to be merely one of those

things may confess to a little thrill of pride The fortieth anniversary of Walter Damrosch as a

over Deems Taylor's " love- gift of a fairy tale.” conductor was celebrated Friday last, and The New

Mr. Mengelberg conducted the music as though the YORKER takes pleasure in congratulating this remark

composer never had written an unkind word about able young man not only on his achievements but on

him . the bright future which is certain to be his.
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TE never tire of Matisse. An exhibition of pull out all our hair over the disgraceful state of

his paintings early in the fall was the most affairs, we calm down and decide that it is not so

inspiring thing we had seen in a long while. important. Time, after all, may not much care that

The current exhibition, ending Saturday, April 4 , at the three executors met and decided to destroy four

the Weyhe Gallery is of his drawings, lithographs teen of Metcalf's paintings that “ would not be of any

and etchings. There are some twenty drawings, a value to his reputation .” The executors announce

like number of lithographs and thirty etchings. And proudly that they have already burned a dozen can

all of them are so moderately priced that you wonder vases ; things done in the earlier Metcalf manner.

why the whole lot is not gold starred. The litho- The formula is simple ; the more burned, the fewer

graphs are as low as twenty - five dollars with some left — the fewer left, the higher the price. Why

exceptional studies among them . stop at a mere dozen paintings and

Forus Matisse can do more fourteen ?

with a line than any artist now That will hardly make a nick

working at it. A few lines and in the Metcalfs extant. If the

he has the head of a girl as excit executors can devise some way to

ing and as full of movement as burn all of the Metcalfs except

a dozen of your good academic two, those two will bring a pretty

ians. From time to timewehave figure! And after all, isn't that

urged on you the virtues of being the purpose of art — a high selling

an art patron in a modest way. price?

Seek out the Weyhe Gallery, on Wedevoutly hope that by some

Lexington Avenue above Sixty freak of circumstance one of

first Street, and you can get some XIX those pictures got away . That

thing from a master for the price “ Q BORGLUM , the carver of some janitor misplaced a canvas

of a couvert charge. or even pilfered it from the studio .

And his former abetters That some ten years from now

Should bury their orgulous tiffs, it will be discovered. And we hope

A second visit to the seven Extraditions and letters. that the picture will be one that

Americans at the Steiglitz exhibi Those chivalrous Southrons should say, Metcalf did in some idle hour not

tion at the Anderson Galleries,
And their tone should be gentle, filled with bitterness. Something

finds us with little change for our
' Dear Gutzon , it's only our way ; playful and happy that he brushed

first enthusiasms. Perhaps we
We are so temp’rmental!

out because it filled an inward

have faltered a little on O 'Keeffe.
Go back to your Jacksons and Lees,' ”

longing and expressed a mood .
Said the small Pekinese .

At first sight her color forms ar Something he wanted to paint:

rest you and hold you in awe; she XX not something he felt he must

is a colorist with few rivals. Per - “Great authors of various brands paint because Mr. Milch had al

haps it is that her painting is a Psychologic, romantic, ready written $ 4 ,000 on a price

bit too clever. The slickness aids Are trooping in polyglot bands tag and was 'phoning that the last

your eye in sliding over the com From across the Atlantic Berkshire landscape was two hours

positions, as one slides over new
To lecture and read for a spell,

overdue. If the Gods (not the

ice. Whereas in the pictures of
If we're properly humble ;

executors) let such a one survive,
A few of them talk pretty well

Marsden Hartley the uncouthness
Though a lot of them mumble ;

it will doubtless go down to pos

gives you something to fasten on.
But all of them get the bawbees,"

terity as the " good Metcalf.”

Said the small Pekinese . For your betting odds are 100

to i that the things destroyed will
The Grand Royal Asininity XXI

be the things that should have been

Prize was won recently and we “ Those senators, angry because kept.
doubt if it will ever be won away Of a well-deserved scolding,

The weak spot in all this rancor
from the victors — the Willard Derided the late Mr. Dawes

is that the artist's will suggests
Metcalf executors. In a rhyme of their molding.It would be

Such lines! — the sub -basement of
only fair however, if the holders,

that his best pictures be kept, the

verse ! others destroyed . What God had
in perpetuity, would pass the pew

Why, to class them as doggerel
ter cup around , so that all the

he painted for these last years, and
Would libel a dog ; they are worse;

nice, pollyana editors in town
with what a troubled soul, that he

They are sheer demagogerel;
could hold a leg of it for awhile. Who dares to compare them died uncertain of his own handi

with

They would be charmed by the these ! ” work, assigning to a legal testa

silver lining. Growled the small Pekinese . ment decisions he dare not face in

About the time we decide to - Arthur Guiterman life ?
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MKEE

THE ADVENTURES

OF A PLAY JUROR

INE is a sad story. A few

months ago I was a happyman .

I was rich , successful and re

spected ; I had a beautiful and devoted

wife and three lovely children . In

fact, I had everything in life that a

man could wish for. Now , alas, all

that is past. I am broken , desolate,

ruined .

I was on my way home from my

office one i vening when a paper fluttered

through the window of my limousine.

I picked it up idly and glanced at it.

" Be in the lobby of the Ritz at ten

o 'clock to -night," I read. “Wear a

purple orchid in your buttonhole." I

examined the note carefully; it was

written on expensive, scented note

paper. There was no signature. Natu

rally I was puzzled and a bit disturbed . Wife: I'm not angry , I'm only terribly hurt !

In a moment of reckless curiosity I

decided to keep the appointment and to say nothing to out on a gravel path . My companion took me by the

my wife. hand and led me into the house.

At five minutes of ten that night I stood in the The bandage was whisked from my eyes. I stood

lobby of the Ritz wearing a purple orchid. Promptly in a long room dimly lighted by candles. Along the

at theminute of ten a beautiful young woman in eve- walls, on low wooden benches, sat about twenty men

ning dress approached me. She was tall, blonde and garbed in long red robes. Their faces were concealed

stately . “ You are wise, " she whispered in my ear. by heavy, red masks. At one end of the room was

“ Follow me.” As we reached the street I saw a a table upon which lay an open Bible , an American

magnificent Rolls -Royce waiting at the door for us. Flag and a book that I later learned was a copy of

I tried to discover the license number, but the strange “ Peter Pan ” by J . M . Barrie. At the table sat a

young woman pushed me into the limousine. man dressed like his companions, only his robe was a

“ You must be blindfolded ," my companion said more brilliant red, and on his breast in gold embroid

as I tried to speak. “ Ask no questions at this time. ery gleamed a large letter F . He rapped thrice with

You are a brave man . All will be well.” a gavel and all rose. The man at the table spoke.

As we sped through the streets she fastened a silken “ I am the foreman of the play jury,” he said , " and

bandage aboutmy eyes. I had a curious presentiment these men you see about you are the jury that has been

of danger, but I decided recklessly that having gone sworn to purge New York of indecent plays.”

so far I might as well see the thing through. Would “ Yea verily,” the jury intoned in chorus.

that I had pushed open the door and plunged from “ You have been chosen to become one of usbecause

the speeding car . At the worst I might have been of your probity, your honesty, your respectability . Are

killed . Wemust have traveled a great distance for I you ready to take the sacred oath ? ”

could hear the noise of the city gradually subside as " I am ," I responded weakly .

we approached what I imagine must have been West- “ Then raise your right hand and repeat slowly

chester. The car stopped suddenly and we stepped after me the oath of office I dictate :

By the blood of Lee and Jake

I this solemn promise make:

In the name of Dave Belasco

I will crush out all tobasco.

In the sacred name of Brady

I'll delete each painted lady.

Dramas fragrant, pure and clean

Sprinkle them with Listerine.”

I repeated after him . It seemed

the wisest thing to do under the

circumstances. After the foreman

had administered the oath and

pledged me to the utmost secrecy,

he gave me a list of the plays I was

to see, instructed me as to my du

LYD D

14YERS

The Play Jury
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serate with me that night. I had

barely time to tell her what occurred

as I was hurrying into my evening

clothes to reach “ The Harem ” in

tiine to see the opening scene.

“ You haven 't taken me to theatre

in months,” she said tearfully.

“ I know it, dear, " I said . " I'll be

able to explain all, if you'll only be

patient- ”

“ Patient ! Patient! That's all I've

been doing. Sitting home here alone

night after night while you go gad

ding about, heaven knows where. I

suppose you're going alone? ”

" Absolutely alone,” I replied.

“ A likely story . Do you expectme

to believe that there isn 't some other

woman with you every night at those

rotten ”

“My dear,” I protested .

“ Who is the creature? ” she cried .

“ She can't be much good to pick out

the sort of plays you' ve been taking

her to . What's her name? ”

I lost my temper and applied a

term to her that I had learned the

previous night at " A Good Bad Wo

man.” I stalked angrily out of the

room , leaving my wife lying in a

faint across the chaise lounge.

It is hardly fair, I suppose, to

blame Eugene O 'Neill entirely for

what finally happened. Possibly if I

had seen " Desire Under the Elms”

Early Traffic Jam — the Disobedient Horse
before I had become entirely con

taminated by my nightly contact

ties, and permitted me to depart. I left, obediently. with vice and sin Imight have emerged from the ex

The next day after trying vainly to purchase seats perience with only a few scars upon my moral sense .

at the respective box offices for the thirteen plays on I would have been debased and degraded, to be sure,

my list, I placed a mortgage on myhome and pawned but I might have concealed it from the world . But

my wife 's jewelry which I had stolen from the bu - it was too late ; I had gone too far.

reau. I thus managed to raise enough money to buy I reeled out of the Earl Carroll Theatre and hailed

rather good seats from a speculator. a taxicab. It was one of the expensive kind, one with

And now comes the sad part of my tale. Being a red meter, but in my recklessness I did not care. The

pledged by secrecy and bound by the solemn oath I fumes of the O 'Neill play were still in my head . The

had taken , of course I could not explain my repeated rest of my story is too familiar to be repeated here.

absences, night after night, to my wife. We had You doubtless read in the newspapers how I strangled

always been an affectionate and loving couple, so you my wife and children as they lay asleep that night. I

can imagine my horror — it was upon my return from am now in the Tombs awaiting trial for murder. I

witnessing “ What Price Glory" — to find myself call- have just mailed my resignation from the play jury.

ing her a " son of a baboon ” and similar offensive - Newman Levy

epithets when she asked me where I had been . The

little woman cried herself to sleep that night while I

lay awake, horrified at the depths of degradation to

which already I had sunk .

My business associates began to look askance at me

as my conversation gradually became tinged with the

colorful flavor of the underworld and the disreputable

scenes with which I was rapidly becoming acquainted

through my official duties. A chance remark that I

let drop, themorning after I had seen “ Ladies of the

Evening” , caused my associates to call a hurried meet

ing of the board of directors of my company. When
Gus Maser

I left the office that evening I was outof a job.

But there was no time for my dear wife to commis A Gust of Wind on Mulberry Street

MU MARIA

PNT
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With Our Contributors

IT is not generally known

that Frances Willard ,

I whose " Forty Ways of

Committing Arson ” have be

comean American staple, is the

daughter of a former Ameri

can Ambassador to Germany.

It was while she was in the

company of her father abroad

that she took advantage of her

opportunity for the studies that have restored the lost

art of needle -work to American womanhood.

weeks ago he received from Professor Twidgett, by

overland post, the copy of the rare Tauchnitz edition

of “ Tarzan of the Apes” which he had lent him a

few years ago.

Herman P . Twig (author of " The Three Essen

tial Polo Sticks” ) is a linotyper on the Wilkes - Barre

(Pa.) Times-Leader. . . . Reuben Solomon

son (author of " Fun on a Houseboat” ) is the well

known English poet and essayist. . . . Susan B .

Anthony Togo (author of " Are Oysters Scallops? ” )

is sergeant-at-arms of the Rhinecliff Thanatopsis

Club .

THE Editor recently re
Guy Bolton is Michael Arlen . So's your old man .

ceived a charming letter

from Amos L . Twidgett, au “ The Life -Story of Joseph

thor of " The Law of Dimin- Glensch” (winner of the thirci

ishing Returns and How to heat in the three hundred yard

Make the Secret Ballot Fool- dash at the Schurz Turn -Fest

Proof.” Prof. Twidgett, at Pelham Bay in July, 1923 )

whose quaint old Dutch cot- was obtained for this magazine

tage in Phoenix , Arizona, is only after vigorous competition

the gathering place for many with the sporting editor of the

New Yorkers who have formed the habit of dropping New York World .

in upon him and his hospitable Frau for Sunday after

noon tea , has just completed the fourth volume of a

trilogy written around Sinclair Lewis. When Gilbert Seldes (author

" Cut off from civilization , as I am here," writes of “ The Discovery of McIn

Professor Twidgett, " and thus barred from the New tyre and Heath , Minstrels of

York Public Library and other great collections, I am Promise" ) (Vanity Fair, Feb

wondering if you will let me appeal to your readers ruary, 1925 ) was in Berlin re

through your columns. Free Air ' is the only book cently , he ran across an inter

by Mr. Lewis that I have been able to find, but I feel esting and little known bro

that this most active man must have written others. chure, called , according to the

If any of your readers know of other Lewis opera - . title page, “ Faust, by Johann

and would be willing to send me photostatic copies of Wolfgang von Goethe.” Mr.

their treasures — my gratitude will know no bounds.” Seldes will introduce this work to the world soon ,

The Editor can assure suspicious readers of the after he has finished his promised piece on “Why

absolute honesty of Professor Twidgett. Only two this conspiracy of neglect of Al Jolson ? ”

Journalistic Jingles

The Country Press

Sue Smithers had her hair marcelled

The latest style in Kansas City !

“ Butch” Muller caught two dozen perch .

" Bud” Sawyer had a toothache Monday.

The Men 's Club of the M . E . Church will hold a

festival on Sunday.

The Ladies Philanthropic League

Will entertain the social workers .

Cy Perkins bought a brand-new car.
Mae Truelson married "Red" McTeague,

The ace of Henning's soda-jerkers.

Doc Jordan's drugstore's swamped with orders.
The village choir, composed of males,

Will broadcast from the local station .
Ted Snyder's golf is hitting par.

The Widow Kline has two more boarders. Get in on Stanley's Rummage Sales.

Jud Spink in heavy bail was held ;

He choked his wife, and more's the pity .

( Advt.) Use Pinkle 's Pills for Mastication .

- Max Lief
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where he found his aged father

running the drug store, and

making a terrible mess of it. So

he took it over and ran it him
self and in six months things

were messier than ever, so he

burnt the drug store, but unfor

tunately forgot to pay the insur

ance first. So then he became

the minister's right hand man ,

and four weeks later returned to

the city , taking with him the

minister's wife and the funds

for the new church , neither of

which lasted very long in New
York.
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Not Used by George Tyler

Once upon a time there was a

young girl who lived in the

country and had a rotten time.

Shewasnot at all pretty and not
awfully bright. She didn 't know
how to dress or how to talk , in

fact she didn 't know much of

anything except that she loved

Aloysious, the soda clerk. Who

was cold to her. So she told her

rich aunt about it and the rich

aunt took her up to the city and

bought her some lovely clothes

and had her hair shingled, and

taught her how to make up. And
when it was all done she looked

worse than ever, and the soda

clerk took one look at her and

married the rich aunt.

– Patricia Collinge
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The Fairer Sex

THE Daily News-Record
The Artist Who Wanted It Right celebrates “ Count Erde’s”

arrival in Hollywood :

Plots He had chosen gray and red as color notes and carried

them through his entire costume. His suit tailored by Lar
Not Used by the Saturday Evening Post sen , of Paris , was gray , with double stripes of dull red , set

NCE upon a time there was a young man who about three-quarters of an inch apart. With neither pocket

got a job with an advertising firm . After he flaps nor vent, his jacket was slightly shaped to follow the
had been there about a year, he rode down in the ele lines of his body, and was cut in a single -breasted, two

vator with the boss ' daughter, but he didn 't know who button model with wide peaked lapels.

she was, and he never saw her again . Then one day
✓ His attached silk collar, which he wore plain with

he overheard a conversation between two members of
basket-weave tie in a gray and red zig -zag pattern, was

pale gray with a darker quarter- inch stripe around the
a rival firm , and gained some valuable information,

middle , with fine dull red stripes on either side. His
but he thought it was none of his business, and never trousers were cut medium width and did not quite hide
said anything about it. Two years later he thoughte thought pale gray silk socks.
he had a great idea , and took it to the head of the firm ,

who remarked that if that was all he had learned
This Week 's Award

about advertising in three years, perhaps he had better

transfer his attentions to toe-dancing. And fired him . To the matutinal announcer for WOR, who broadcast

the following upon the ether : " I have an announcement

to make. Yesterday afternoon a tornado swept through

Not Used by Winchell Smith Southern Illinois, killing nearly a thousand people and

wounding nearly twice that many. The next selection , by
Once upon a time there was a crook who decided to the 'Early Bird Orchestra,' will be I'll See You in My

go straight, and went back to his old home town, Dreams.'”
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Under the Palm Trees brought him within speaking distance St. Petersburg advertises its own

of the publisher's yacht. The water Williams Park as a great place to re
FTER Anna Fitziu had gone to

was a little rough, but themayor man - new one's youth in such "outdoor
all the trouble of having pictures aged to shout his apologies, which were games as chess, checkers and domin

of herself taken at Palm Beach
vociferously accepted , Mr. Curtis oes.” This is the scene of Ring Lard .

( stills and movies) it was a bit disap - finally bringing his whole family on ner's “Golden Honeymoon .” _ S . S.

pointing to see them come out as deck for a regular orgy of democratic

“ Anna Case.” Well, anyway, they are good feeling. At the time of going

both sopranos. to press, the cop was still on the job .

Points West

T HEY are known to their respec
Visitors to Miami this season have Somebody asked the secretary of the 1 tive natives as Meffis, Louaville,

had the opportunity to hear William Orlando Chamber of Commerce where Indunoplis, Suntlewis and Noo Woly

Jennings Bryan orate, free of charge, that inland metropolis got its name. uns (with Nawlins as a lowbrow but

on the advantages of Coral Gables. It The secretary referred the questioner strictly indigenous variant).

may be that The Commoner will be to Shakespeare's “ As You Like It,"
come The Realtor.

which contains a character named Or

lando. He also mentioned that the The reputed Klan bank and the ac

leading woman 's club of the town was knowledged Kniebte of Columbna
Heifetz does not go so well in Jack called the “ Rosalind.”

bank look each other in the face from
sonville , because the audience insists

that a violinist's first duty is to smile .
opposite sides of the street in Indianap

olis and every policeman wears as his
Not long ago, however, a local news Yes, but there are lots of other Or- badge of office the six -pointed star of

paper manager heard Jascha play “ In landos in the world, Mr. Secretary. Israel.
dian Love Call” at a party , and the And what about Winter Park, only six

next day the paper carried front page
miles away ?

information that the boy was human The present intellectual pastime in

after all. the Middle West is the resurrection of

The Daytona Auditorium runs the the McGuffey series of readers. Mc

largest Forum in the world . People Guffey clubs are being organized , com

It was in Jacksonville also that Cyrus really listen to the speakers and ask in - posed of ancient students of the doc

H . K . Curtis got a terrible bawling out telligent questions afterward . The tor 's famous textbooks, and the books

from a new traffic cop, when he unwit- acoustics are next to those of theMor- themselves are commanding fancy

tingly jay-walked a street crossing. mon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City . prices from folks who wouldn't bid

The mayor, after trying frantically to You can hear a ten -penny nail drop in $ 1 .65 for a first folio Shakespeare.

reach Mr. Curtis, got a boat which any part of the Daytona Auditorium . Dr. McGuffey was the man but for

oh my

VISITOR: Who's the old boy

going out?

MEMBER: He's had tough

luck. His wife ran away about

a year ago . Then he lost a

ball in the rough and that

seemed too much for him .

W
L
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"Oh, to be

in England'

whom we would never have heard of have all the dope. Business is distressed

and Mr. Coolidge is being pressed to

shush the economy racket and tactfully

encourage his countrymen to circulate a
You know you are in the Middle West little more jack. Watch the “ interpre

when you begin to find the second-hand tive” financial writers a month hence.

furniture emporia outnumbering the chain
drugstores ten to one. The belt extends

north and south from St. Paul to Louis- Should the President acquiesce, the

ville. Thus has the pioneer blazed his matter must be delicately handled so no

trail from the Alleghanies out across the one will catch on . Itmight be announced

Father of Waters— with chiffoniers, at the White House that Mrs. Coolidge

breakfast sets, and vacuum cleaners.
has given her last year's diamonds away to

the Campfire Girls and bought new ones

twice as big . Or the President himself
That portion of Illinois which lies could show himself in a new Spring suit

south of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and hat. These are only suggestions, un

is known as Egypt. The fact that the derstand. The latter one may be too

city of Cairo (pronounced Kay-ro) is at radical.

the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi

rivers may have something to with it. So

may the fertility and flatness of the land . What a Cabinet Member Thinks About

So may the Indian mounds, sheltering — with apologies to Briggs. . . .

perchance the dust of red aboriginal We do not know what the Honorable

equivalents of Seniferu or Tut- ank -AhAh. Harlan F . Stone had on his mind at the

men . But the real Egypt enjoys one ad last cabinet meeting he attended as a

vantage. It has no Herrin . member, but this is the picture which ap

peared on his memorandum pad after the

session :

Bellefontaine is the name of a reason

ably important railroad junction town in

western Ohio . The Pullman porter will

announce it as Bell Fountain , which is

not an Africanism , for every Nordic

Bellefontainer is in accord . But smile

not, О East. In your own Maine they

pronounce Calais as though it were a

rough spot at the base of a finger. — Wx
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now that April's there! - the pictur

esque old flower " girls" - the shops

full of smart new neckwear.

DUT if you can't shop in
D the West End, at least

you can come to Cruger's,

which is “ Just Like London .”

Wehave just received a shipment
of stunning new English foulard

ties - $ 2 .00 . Cravatsmade of Eng

lish Gum Twill - $ 2 .50 . Gingham

ties in patterns and checks prom

ise to be more popular than ever.

These may be had for $ 1.00 .

Wewill gladly send

you sample swatch

es of all these ties.
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Washington

THIS department has been accused of

1 ruthlessness. If this were true on

all occasions we should not omit from this The late President Harding's fondness

item the name of the congressman who for the simple- seeming though deceptive

has been directed to see that the daughter game of hearts is responsible for the

of one of his constituents is rushed by a somewhat national renaissance of that pas

sorority at a certain swell Eastern school. time. Harding liked to play it and dur

But this congressman is an able legislator ing his front porch campaign at Marion

and we shall not add to his humiliation . in 1920 he used to take on the newspaper

The exacting constituent is a power among boys stationed there. These itinerants

the voters and his demand in this instance broadcast the game.

is a glittering example of how those of his When President, Mr. Harding used to

ilk enhance the prestige of the statesmen like to slip the cares of office and stroll

of their making.
over to the National Press Club . Once

he found two or three of the old Marion

The best slogan is one which people front porch correspondents in a hearts

will read, commend — and disregard. game and he sat in . Also in the game

“ Coolidge and Economy.” “ Coolidge were two reporters who though known to

and a Business Administration.” Those the President were not of the old , 1920

were good slogans, but not the best ones. Marion crowd . Mr. Harding played for

They were good because they tickled Big an hour, checked in a score which at a

Business which straightway helped put penny a point reckoned about seventy -six

Cal over ; and that was their prime pur- cents, and walked off jingling his win

pose. But the catch is that the people nings .

have taken those slogans seriously. They The heavy loser — say forty -one cents

are economizing. They are not buying was a well known correspondent who had

as they should considering the flush sat at the Presdent' s left. This conscien

times. The national trade associations tious card player bestows as much thought

R
o
d
s

CRUGERS
gege INC. por

Eight East Forty Fifth Street,New York

Just off 5th Ave. and 'round the corner
from the Rice
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FINE SHOES SINCE 1857

TYPICAL ofSpring

styles distinguished

by good taste in de

sign and utmost skill

in craftsmanship :

on a penny hearts game as he does on was mistaken for a freshman and cap

table stakes poker . tured by the sophomores during the Inter

“ Lucky for Harding that you birds (in - class Dinner Week. This is the third

dicating the two non -Marion veterans) time such a mistake has occurred and Pro

were in the game,” he fumed, when the fessor Edman announces that, to avoid

Executive was out of ear -shot. “ I'd have future embarrassment, he is going to grow

called him . Know what he was doing a mustache.

all evening? Passing me the queen of

spades and then leading for it. It ain 't
ON THE CAMPUS

ethical.” — Quid The gradual changing of fraternity

pins from the vest to the shirt. . . . The

ol clo 's man offering cutthroat rates for

Boston Again discarded overcoats. . . . The scores of

students that cut classes to stroll along the
DOSTON is overrun with dramatic Drive. . . . The restless crackle of news

D shows, among them Ed. Wynn , Ed .
papers in the back rows of the class rooms.

die Cantor, and Chauve Souris . It also . The listlessly staring students

has been overrun with lone wolves, or a seated by the open windows. . . . The

lone wolf, who makes the Hearst headline faint pud pud of sprinters on the South

every afternoon by assaulting one of the field track and the familiar crack of base

ladies of the Back Bay, and to prove his ball practice . . . . A warm sun on the

versatility occasionally one of the ladies library dome and the spluttering fountains

from the Front Bay. He is to be called that splatter and sprinkle the passers-by

"His Highness, The Bey .” with every breeze. . . . On 113th Street

the stoops of fraternity houses crowded

Censor Casey made the ladies of our
with men that ogle the passing women .

. . . On the Drive students, book in
troupe drape their legs with Aeshings. 1 ;

haven't heard so much leg conversation in
: hand ,making a pretense of studying. . . .

years and I don 't wonder that it was
Students that have abandoned the pre

tense and climb atop the busses bound for
around Boston that the Battle of Legsing

ion was fought.
lower New York . - T . H . W .

$ 14

Tan or black calfskin ; brogue type,

comfortably modified in weight.

Other models $8 to $IS

ANDREW

ALEXANDER

548 Fifth Avenue
Above asth Street

S: A : C K SU IT:S

There is a statue of Paul Revere on

the Common , but none of his horse . This

is an affront to American horsemanship Porto Rico Notes

and should be corrected. Everybody re

members Man O ’War, but who remem IT is not raining rain for the local boost

bers the jockey?
ers, it is raining “ liquid sunshine.”

[ It is rain . ]

The expression Butter and Eggs Man

hasn 't taken hold here. The local gag is, A deal of merriment was caused at the

“ A couple of heels from Lynn.”
last meeting of the Porto Rico Rotarians

- Julius H . Marx when Secretary Bill announced that he

had receved a letter from Secretary Gus

of the Duluth Rotary asking for some

Spring at Columbia
samples of Porto Rican postage stamps.

On motion of Vice President Joe it was

D ESEARCH has revealed that students voted to send the Duluth brother two

N of the “ Early Eighties” evinced U . S . two cent stamps, the same being in

their disapproval of an unpopular profes- vogue here.

sor by booing and pelting him with soft

patty during the lecture. Spectator, the “Guagua” is the native term for auto

daily paper, speaks wistfully of the pass- bus. As San Juan 's streets are as narrow

ing of " he-men." as Boston 's and the native horses diminu

tive and as slow -moving as a fifty -cent

The attitude toward Mark Van Doren 's bottle of near-beer, there are numerous

poetry is revealed by the difficulty the accidents caused by guaguas running up

local book store is having in persuading the backs of two -wheeled carts.

any of the campus literati to review his

new book of verses.

Steps are about to be taken , however.

El Mundo recently printed a fearless

The senior class alleviated the usual editorial on the subject right next to

monotony of a senior questionnaire by “ Educacion de lé Pappa,” San Juan's in

casting an overwhelming vote in favor of terpretation of " Bringing up Father," and

marriage for money as opposed to mar was congratulated by the traffic committee

riage for love. of the Rotarians for keeping up its tradi

tion of attacking "wrong, whether by

Professor Irwin Edman of the Philoso - predatory plutocracy or predatory pov

phy Department at Columbia University erty .” — McAlister Coleman

"Men 's Clothing ofDistinc

tion ” - is more than mere

phraseologyat Banks. The

Eaton and DORSET, late

models, in distinctively

English tailored effects.

Send for Illustrated Booklet

$45to $65

Banks Inc.
562 Fifth Avenue,New York

Entrance on 16th Street
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BOOKS

What Shall

WeDo

This Evening ?

THE staff of The New

1 Yorker attends all the

shows and the musical events,

explores the art galleries, reads

the current books, visits the

restaurants and cafés, keeps in

touch with all events of inter

est to the intelligent New

Yorker. Each week it makes

its report, briefly and interest

ingly .

The New YORKER's “Go

ings On” page lists all public

events likely to interest the dis

criminating New Yorker and

constantly is ready with an an

swer to the foregoing question .

Only through The New

YORKER is such a service ob

tainable , a service indispensable

to the person who knows his

way about.

For five dollars The New

YORKER will report to you at

weekly intervals for a year.

T HE backbone situation in Somerset there is of the rotter is refreshingly dif

1 Maugham 's “ The Painted Veil” is ferent from the cut- and -dried rotter in

so much like the most dramatic one in fiction . The husband, perhaps, because

“ Arrowsmith ” that you could imagine the hemust act a good deal like a noble char

two authors having arranged a trial of acter without spoiling the ordeal of Kitty

strength. A young bacteriologist, going by becoming one, is never quite real.

into a deadly epidemic, takes his wife; Neither is Mei-tan -fu, a vague, thin

the circumstances are different, but in background, and the appeal of the de

each case the reader knows that the ques- voted women in its convent didn 't get us.

tion is who is to die. Maugham works it At the end, where Kitty has visions of a

for all the drama it is worth . His better future for herself and a wiser rear

Walter Fane's Kitty doesn 't, as Martin Ar- ing for her child , our scurrilous tongue

rowsmith 's Leora does, go along of her just crawled into our cheek. Wethought

own insistence. Fane forces her to , hav- the next gent with good shoulders she

ing caught her with a lover, and his hope met might have something to say about

at the outset is that she will do at least that.

half the dying.

This is an easier means to a strong ef- There may be platoons of writers who

fect than Lewis starts with . Indeed , could tell the story of Irving Berlin , from

Maugham has four-fifths of the advan - Russia to Cherry Street to Nigger Mike's

tages. It is true that cholera , which he in Chinatown, and on to where Berlin is

uses, is less sensational than plague, and to -day, as well as Alexander Woollcott

that Lewis's West Indian island is a tells it. But if there are, they have eluded

brighter colored scene than his shadowy our notice. In the first place, as far as

Chinese city of Mei-tan - fu . But his task mere writing goes, show us the otherwise

is far simpler, his characters' motives are qualified person who would do it half as

far more familiar and popular, he hasn't well! Woollcott is the natural, felicitous

a scientist's conscience, dilemma and lingo stylist among American journalists.

to manipulate . Besides, his sole object is . As a rule , this department greatly pre

story telling, at which he is a powerful fers his playfulness to his fervency . But

adept. Whereas Lewis is a social satirist it happens that for telling about Irving

and an Ancient Mariner tale- teacher - Berlin , his fervency was what was needed .

also , you know (if you don 't, it must be Berlin 's is a legitimately sentimental story,

that you don't read the World ), a jour- and any attempt to hard -boil it would

nalist, an inflicter of verbosity , and other have messed it. And that applies to the

tedious things. ... consideration of him as composer. No
Well, poor Lewis comes out of this one knows now what is coming, as art,

event with all the honors. His plague of the music of which he is king; and if

episode totally eclipses “ The Painted Woollcott elects to feel that one who has

Veil” with regard to strength . Of course, made a hundred tunes that have run

the comparison is grossly unfair - but it through tens of millions of heads is a

isn 't Maugham we're after. It is some creator to be reverenced , we see no reason

local commenters whom we generally es- why he shouldn 't or why he may not turn

teem , but who have been pleased to print out to be right.

remarks on a great novel before reading At all events, his book ( Putnam ) is un

it through . They complain that it sags commonly pleasant reading.

in the middle. So it does.

Maugham says, if we remember cor

rectly , that his aim is to write novels that Earl Derr Biggers's conception of a

can and must be read at one sitting. We brahminical Bostonian is about as lifelike

should have been rude to an interrupter as Harry Leon Wilson's of a professor,

of ours with “ The Painted Veil” and there is matter in Biggers's “ The

(Doran ) . At the same time, speaking as House Without a Key" (Bobbs-Merrill)

a Maugham fan , we don 't call it A -One to warrant suspicions that he is in the

Maugham . Kitty , South Kensington pay of the San Francisco Chamber of

beauty, married off by a bullying mother Commerce, or is writing at the expense

and then dissolved by a rotter, is excel- of those rival coast cities, Boston and Los

lent. Maugham knows her and can tell Angeles. However, this murder mystery,

you the truth about her and still make staged in Hawaii, jogs right along, and

you sympathize with her. Yet Kitties, you could do worse than to buy it on a

I to us, are not extremely interesting. What train .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Enclosed find $ 5 for a year's subscrip

tion to THE NEW YORKER

($ 2.50 for six months)

NAME.....

STREET AND No.........

CITY AND STATE.........

THE NEW YORKER,

25 West 45th Street, New York City,
Dept. C.
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“ TellMe a Book to Read"

Some of the Season 's Novels We Think
Best Worth While AVENUEDOCTORS

CONCERNED

ABOUT

DANGER IN

KISSING

ARROWSMITH, by Sinclair Lewis (Harcourt,

Brace) . The scientific conscience versus go

getter -ness and fatheadedness. Despite its

defects, Lewis's best novel and his fairest

one.

SEGELFOSS Town, by Knut Hamsun (Knopf) .

Segelfoss in its post-pioneer stage of " demo

cratic" upstarts. But for " Growth of the

Soil,” you might be hearing of this as Ham

sun 's masterpiece.

THE CONSTANT NYMPH, by Margaret Kennedy

(Doubleday, Page ) . A new and very beauti

ful sad , glad tune to the Song of Songs.

THE MATRIARCH , by G . B . Stern (Knopf) . A

century of the lives and fortunes of a tribe

of prosperous merchant Jews. As interesting

as it is complex .

PRISONERS, by Franz Molnar ( Bobbs-Merrill ).

The shopgirl loves the nice young man so

much that nothing can withstand it. Comedy,

and as good as most pleasant evenings at the

theatre .

LUCIENNE, by Jules Romains ( Boni & Live

righe). Three kinds of virginal " nerves,"

and then the flowering of love. Warning :

This simple looking novel needs a lot of

A recent health exhibit showed

that ONLY ONE GIRL IN

37,000 had perfect teeth , and

only one in ninety really clean

teeth . Men were worse offen

ders.

The thousands of daily users of

styles at considerably

Less! Herein lies the se

cret of successfully out

fitting one's self for little.

Manufacturers selling

direct, and really offer

ing a splendid variety

of the finest foreign fab

rics on the market today.

A splendid make, smart

English models and

choice patterns.

Hie Toppers, Business

orSport Suits — Tuxedos.

$42.50 and Less

AINSLEIGH -ne.
ENGLISH CLOTHES

920 BROADWAY AT 21ST ST.

Meet Your Friends at Ainsleigh

NEW -MIX

understanding.

God's STEPCHILDREN , by Sarah G . Millin (Boni

Liveright) . The tar-brush streaks four

generations in South Africa. As honest a fine

(or as fine an honest) piece of fiction as often

gets written .

A PASSAGE TO INDIA , by E . M . Forster ( Har

ceuri , Brace ) . The natural history of the

race trouble there, set forth in fiction .

Warning : We don 't know why, but some

people with heads find this hard reading.

SHORT STORIES

Tales of HEAASAY, by Joseph Conrad (Double

day, Page). The tales are four. If you like

Conrad you'll like them , and if you don't

you probably will.

That clever, sparkling novel

Mockbeggar-
-

-
-

BIOGRAPHIES AND THINGS

John Keats, by Amy Lowell (Houghton , Mif

flin ). This admirable and veritably monu

mental life of Keats will take both the bad

taste of Rossetti's, and the painfully good

taste of parts of Colvin 's, out of your mem

The Active Fruit

Dental Cream

is greatly reducing this appalling

average.

Practically all these 37,000 girls

referred to , had noses powdered

to perfection .

Neglected teeth injure health ,

shiny noses, never.

Your druggist has 47 kinds of

dentifrices— all more or less the

same. Only one is absolutely dif

ferent — NEW -MIX — different

because always fresh in mouth at

time of use, due to New Mix

patent tube containing two dis

tinct creams- pink for teeth ,

white for gums. '

The only tooth paste that is help

ful in removing Tartar, and effi
ciently prevents the formation of

Tartar deposits. Therefore , the

use of NEW -MIX will help your

dentist more than any ordinary

tooth paste to safeguard you

against PYORRHEA , because it

helps to remove, and efficiently

prevents the formation of the pri

mary cause — Tartar deposits.

Endorsed by Dental Authorities,

Trial tube to dentists upon re.

quest.

Buy it today at your druggist, or

sent on receipt of 50C.mentioning

druggist's name, who will be

credited .

Booklet on request, explaining

connection between mirror,

teeth and gums.

By Laurence W . Meynell

The New York Times says : " An

up-to -the-minute example of the

latest English fashion in fiction .

There is manifest the touch of a

highly gifted hand .”

$ 2 .00 at all Booksellers

D . APPLETON & CO .

35 West 32nd St., New York

WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG, by A . A . Milne

(Dutton ). We don 't like anybody who likes

little kids and doesn 't like these jingles .

MARBACKA, by Selma Lagerlof ( Doubleday,

Page ). Speaking of little kids, the author's

account of herself as one is delectable .

A STORY- TELLER'S STORY, by Sherwood Ander

son (Huebsch ). This wild man of letters

you 've heard about is a large -hearted , lovable

dreamer.

THE STORY OF IRVING BERLIN , by Alexander

Woollcott (Putnam ) . Noticed in this issue.

WILL ROGERS' ILLITERATE DIGEST ( A . & C .

Boni). You make the wise -crack about it

We've got flu .

Tuz ROAR OF THE Crowd, by James J. Corbett

(Purnam ), Corbett's entertaining memories

of his boyhood and his fights.

LIVES AND Times, by Meade Minnegerode ( Put

nam ). Four examples of historical portrai

ture done as it should be.

DineandDance
IN THE

DELLA ROBBIA ROOM

The Optimist

Pop: A man who thinks he can make it
in par .

Johnny: What is an optimist, Pop?

New -Mix Products, Inc.

11 West 45th Street

New York , N . Y .

OF

The VANDERBILT Hotel

Thirty Fourth Street EAST at Park Avenue

Tues., Wed ., Thurs., Pr., Sat.,
Seven to Twelve o 'clock

$ 3 per person Formal Van .7100
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THE NEW YORKER

BOOKS

What Shall

WeDo

This Evening ?

THE staff of The New

YORKER attends all the

shows and the musical events,

explores the art galleries, reads

the current books, visits the

restaurants and cafés, keeps in

touch with all events of inter

est to the intelligent New

Yorker. Each week it makes

its report, briefly and interest

ingly.

The New YORKER'S “Go

ings On” page lists all public

events likely to interest the dis

criminating New Yorker and

constantly is ready with an an

swer to the foregoing question .

Only through The New

YORKER is such a service ob

tainable, a service indispensable

to the person who knows his

way about

For five dollars The New

YORKER will report to you at

weekly intervals for a year .

THE backbone situation in Somerset there is of the rotter is refreshingly dif

1 Maugham 's “ The Painted Veil” is ferent from the cut- and-dried rotter in

so much like the most dramatic one in fiction . The husband, perhaps, because

“ Arrowsmith ” that you could imagine the he must act a good deal like a noble char

two authors having arranged a trial of acter without spoiling the ordeal of Kitty

strength . A young bacteriologist, going by becoming one, is never quite real.

into a deadly epidemic, takes his wife; Neither is Mei-tan -fu, a vague, thin

the circumstances are different, but in background, and the appeal of the de

each case the reader knows that the ques- voted women in its convent didn't get us.

tion is who is to die. Maugham works it At the end, where Kitty has visions of a

for all the drama it is worth . His better future for herself and a wiser rear

Walter Fane's Kitty doesn 't, as Martin Ar- ing for her child, our scurrilous tongue

rowsmith's Leora does, go along of her just crawled into our cheek . We thought

own insistence. Fane forces her to , hav- the next gent with good shoulders she

ing caught her with a lover, and his hope met might have something to say about

at the outset is that she will do at least that,

half the dying.

This is an easier means to a strong ef . There may be platoons of writers who

fect than Lewis starts with. Indeed, could tell the story of Irving Berlin , from

Maugham has four-fifths of the advan - Russia to Cherry Street to Nigger Mike's

tages. It is true that cholera, which he in Chinatown, and on to where Berlin is

uses, is less sensational than plague, and to -day, as well as Alexander Woollcott

that Lewis's West Indian island is a tells it. But if there are, they have eluded

brighter colored scene than his shadowy our notice . In the first place, as far as

Chinese city of Mei-tan -fu. But his task mere writing goes, show us the otherwise

is far simpler , his characters' motives are qualified person who would do it half as

far more familiar and popular, he hasn 't well ! Woollcott is the natural, felicitous

a scientist's conscience, dilemma and lingo stylist among American journalists.

to manipulate. Besides, his sole object is As a rule, this department greatly pre

story telling, at which he is a powerful fers his playfulness to his fervency. But

adept. Whereas Lewis is a social satirist it happens that for telling about Irving

and an Ancient Mariner tale- teacher - Berlin , his fervency was what was needed.

also , you know (if you don't, it must be Berlin 's is a legitimately sentimental story ,

that you don 't read the World ) , a jour- and any attempt to hard -boil it would

nalist, an inflicter of verbosity, and other have messed it. And that applies to the

tedious things. consideration of him as composer. No

Well, poor Lewis comes out of this one knows now what is coming, as art,

event with all the honors. His plague of the music of which he is king; and if

episode totally eclipses “ The Painted Woollcott elects to feel that one who has

Veil” with regard to strength . Of course , made a hundred tunes that have run

the comparison is grossly unfair - but it through tens of millions of heads is a

isn ' t Maugham we're after. It is some creator to be reverenced, we see no reason

local commenters whom we generally es- why he shouldn 't or why he may not turn

teem , but who have been pleased to print out to be right.

remarks on a great novel before reading At all events, his book (Putnam ) is un

it through . They complain that it sags commonly pleasant reading.

in the middle. So it does.

Maugham says, if we remember cor

rectly, that his aim is to write novels that Earl Derr Biggers's conception of a

can and must be read at one sitting. We brahminical Bostonian is about as lifelike

should have been rude to an interrupter as Harry Leon Wilson 's of a professor ,

of ours with “ The Painted Veil” and there is matter in Biggers's “ The

(Doran ). At the same time, speaking as House Without a Key" (Bobbs-Merrill )

a Maugham fan , we don't call it A -One to warrant suspicions that he is in the

Maugham . Kitty , South Kensington pay of the San Francisco Chamber of

beauty , married off by a bullying mother Commerce, or is writing at the expense

and then dissolved by a rotter, is excel- of those rival coast cities, Boston and Los

lent. Maugham knows her and can tell Angeles. However, this murder mystery ,

you the truth about her and still make staged in Hawaii, jogs right along, and

you sympathize with her. Yet Kitties, you could do worse than to buy it on a

to us, are not extremely interesting. What train .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Enclosed find $ 5 for a year's subscrip

cion to The New YORKER

($ 2.50 for six months )
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DANGER IN

KISSING

“ Tell Me a Book to Read ”

Some of the Season 's Novels We Think

Best Worth While

ARROWSMITH, by Sinclair Lewis (Harcourt,

Brace). The scientific conscience versus go

getter-ness and fatheadedness. Despite its

defects, Lewis 's best novel and his fairest

one.

SEGELFOSS Town, by Knut Hamsun (Knopf) .

Segelfoss in its post-pioneer stage of " demo

cratic" upstarts. But for "Growth of the

Soil,” you might be hearing of this as Ham

sun's masterpiece .

THE CONSTANT Nymph , by Margaret Kennedy

(Doubleday, Page). A new and very beauti

ful sad, glad tune to the Song of Songs.

THE MATRIARCH, by G . B . Stern (Knopf ). A

century of the lives and fortunes of a tribe

of prosperous merchant Jews. As interesting

as it is complex.

PRISONERS, by Franz Molnar ( Bobbs-Merrill ).

The shopgirl loves the nice young man so

much that nothing can withstand it. Comedy ,

and as good as most pleasant evenings at the

theatre.

LUCIENNE , by Jules Romains (Boni & Live

right ). Three kinds of virginal " nerves,"

and then the flowering of love. Warning :

This simple looking novel needs a lot of

understanding .

God's STEPCHILDREN , by Sarah G . Millin ( Boni

Liveright ). The tar-brush streaks four

generations in South Africa. As honest a fine

(or as fine an honest ) piece of fiction as often

gets written .

A PASSAGE TO INDIA, by E . M . Forster ( Har

court, Brace ) . The natural history of the

race trouble there, set forth in fiction .

Warning : We don 't know why, but some

people with heads find this hard reading.

A recent health exhibit showed

that ONLY ONE GIRL IN

37,000 had perfect teeth , and

only one in ninety really clean

teeth. Men were worse offen .

ders.

The thousandsof daily users of

AVENUE

styles at considerably

less! Herein lies the se

cret of successfully out

fitting one's self for little.

Manufacturers selling

direct, and really offer

ing a splendid variety

of the finest foreign fab

rics on the market today.

A splendid make, smart

English models and

choice patterns.

Hie Toppers, Business
or Sport Suits — Tuxedos.

$42.50 and Less

AINSLEIGH--- -

ENGLISH CLOTHES

920 BROADWAY AT 21ST ST.

Meet Your Friends at Ainsleigh

NEW -MIX

co

SHORT STORIES

Tales of HEARSAY, by Joseph Conrad ( Double

day, Page ) . The tales are four. If you like

Conrad you'll like them , and if you don't

you probably will.

That clever, sparkling novel

Mo
ck
be
ar

BIOGRAPHIES AND THINGS

John Keats, by Amy Lowell (Houghton, Mif

flin ). This admirable and veritably monu

mental life of Keats will take both the bad

taste of Rossetti's, and the painfully good

taste of parts of Colvin 's, out of your mem

ory .

WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG, by A . A . Milne

( Dutton ) . We don 't like anybody who likes

little kids and doesn 't like these jingles.

MARBACKA, by Selma Lagerlof ( Doubleday,

Page) . Speaking of little kids, the author's

account of herself as one is delectable .

A STORY-TELLER'S STORY, by Sherwood Ander

son ( Huebsch ). This wild man of letters

you've heard about is a large-hearted , lovable

dreamer.

THE STORY OF IRVING BERLIN , by Alexander

Woollcott ( Putnam ) . Noticed in this issue.

WILL ROGERS' ILLITERATE DIGEST ( A . & C .

Boni). You make the wise-crack about it

we've got flu .

THE ROAR OF THE CROWD, by James J. Corbett

( Putnam ) . Corbett's entertaining memories

of his boyhood and his fights.

LIVES AND TIMES, by Meade Minnegerode ( Put

nam ). Four examples of historical portrai

ture done as it should be.

The Active Fruit

Dental Cream

is greatly reducing this appalling

average.

Practically all these 37,000 girls

referred to, had noses powdered

to perfection .

Neglected teeth injure health ,

shiny noses, never.

Your druggist has 47 kinds of

dentifrices — all more or less the

same. Only one is absolutely dif

ferent — NEW -MIX — different

because always fresh in mouth at

time of use, due to New -Mix

patent tube containing two dis

tinct creams- pink for teeth ,

white for gums. .

Theonly tooth paste that is help

ful in removing Tartar, and effio

ciently prevents the formation of

Tartar deposits. Therefore , the

use ofNEW -MIX will help your

dentist more than any ordinary

tooth paste to safeguard you

against PYORRHEA , because it

helps to remove, and efficiently

prevents the formation of the pri

mary cause Tartar deposits.

Endorsed by Dental Authorities,

Trial tube to dentists upon re

quest .

Buy it today at your druggist, or

sent on receipt of 50C.mentioning

druggist's name, who will be

credited.

Booklet on request, explaining

connection between mirror,

teeth and gums.

By Laurence W . Meynell

The New York Times says: “ An

up- to -the-minute example of the

latest English fashion in fiction .

There is manifest the touch of a

highly gifted hand.”

$ 2.00 at all Booksellers

D . APPLETON & CO.

35 West 32nd St., New York

DineandDance
IN THE

DELLA ROBBIA ROOM
OF

The VANDERBILT Hotel

Thirty Fourth Street East at Park Avenue

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.,

Seven to Twelve o 'clock

$ 3 per person Formal Van .7100

The Optimist

Pop: A man who thinks he can make it |

in par.

Johnny: What is an optimist, Pop?

New -Mix Products, Inc.

11 West 45th Street

New York, N . Y .
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For Mid -Season

and Summer

The ever essen

tial and style ap

pealing scarfand

neckpiece is now

recognized as an

indispensable

article ofmiladi's

wardrobe.

We are now

showing a most

interesting assort

ment of scarfs

in all Fashion 's

favored Furs.

“ It pays to buy

where you buy in safety"

Pick-ups Here and There when necessary . Overnight, the indepen

dent armies changed their colors to ap

“ TELL me," I asked General Sir proximate the appearance of the compet

1 Arthur Williston-Mendes, who ar- ing forces, with the result that four out

rived on the Berengaria, last Saturday , of every five pedestrians went color blind.

“ What do you call those odd-looking "Well, dears, an enterprising syndicate

head-dresses the natives wear in the Sou - in Philadelphia rushed 10 ,000 pure

dan ? ” White taxicabs to New York and charged

The general took a long puff at his $ 25 the first mile, and a second mortgage

cigar and reflected for several seconds be- on your home for each succeeding mile.

fore he answered . Thousands of color -blind New Yorkers

" I really haven 't the least idea," he used the White cabs, thinking they were

said . Heliotrope or Purple and in a month the

city went bankrupt, while the White cab

“ Do you know ," I questioned Paul
owner became a multi-millionaire . The

Rochemont, head designer of Meuret
Federal Government then took a hand and

Freres, the famous Paris dressmaking es
fleets of airplanes dropped bombs on every

tablishment, " what the next shade will
taxicab in New York , irrespective of color

be in women 's stockings ? ”

or creed. It took some time, but the

"No," he replied , quite simply , “ I
inhabitants gradually regained their sense

do not.”
of color perception and all lived more or

less happily ever after."

“ But, daddy, what did you do in the

Great War? ”

Only yesterday, I ran into former “ Children , your daddy was in the Op

Commissioner Gleason on Park Avenue, tical Corps. Sometimes I worked for days

and we discoursed at length upon the at a stretch taking color blind men ,

traffic problem . women and children to their homes. Oh,

“What would you suggest," I queried, the agony I witnessed when men embraced

" to improve the situation ? ” ladies with golden hair, thinking they

" I can't think of a thing," was his were brunettes.

good -natured retort. “ Now daddy must see the radio moving

pictures and its nearly 2 A . M ., so you 'd

better run off to bed, as all kiddies should

retire early so they will grow up to be

the other day, with nice, strong movie actors. Good night."

H . Brenton Colly, managing director of - A . L . L .

the Simsborough Steel and Iron Plant,

and during our conversation , I inquired,

“ How 's business, these days ? ”
“Oh, so, so," he responded — C . G . S. How to Use a Paper Towel

DURCHASE a thesaurus, a pair of

T non -skid chains, a diving suit and a

The Ticking Titantic Struggle revolver. Load the latter and enter the

o washroom . Wash your face thoroughly .

W TELL us a story , daddy,” clamored The attendant will hand you a paper

1 the kiddies, laying aside their towel. Start with the lower left end of

poker chips. “ Tell us about the Big War.” the towel and apply it to your chin . Slowly

In a moment, the dear little tots had draw its entire surface over your face,

filled their pocket Aasks and climbed to once. Now , attach the non -skid chains

my knees. Slowly, I started : and repeat the operation , being sure to

“ Early in the winter of 1930 theGreat close your eyes.

War struck New York. The opening gun At this juncture, the towel will com

was back -fired by the Heliotrope hordes mence to shed and crumple into small

who announced a rate war to the finish . bits. These will fall down your neck .

Early on the day of the ultimatum their Now put on the diving suit, but leave the

lurid , price-slashing cabs dashed through face exposed. Continue with what is left

the streets, picking up and picking off in - of the towel. When you feel the first bit

nocent pedestrians. of stray paper entering your nostril, count

“ A day later the Carmine Armies mob - one hundred, whistle cheerfully “ Deep

ilized and by the afternoon had the lead River ” at the same time opening your

on their adversaries by about two hundred thesaurus to synonyms for " damn.” Go

meters. Not to be outdone by the Car- down the list, repeating each word slowly

mines and Heliotropes, the Purple forces and distinctly . By this time you are

slashed their rate to 2 cents for the first ready for the final step .

three miles and 18 cent for every addi- Go to the office of the paper towel

tional kill-o -meter. Three hours later manufacturer. Dash past the office boy

and the Mauve Motors, Inc. offered trans- and shoot the manufacturer. Someprefer

portation at i cent for the first ten miles a knife for this, but a good pistol is better.

with free medical and surgical attendance - A . L . L .

( A . JAECKEL & CO.

Furriers Exclusively

|Fifth Ave:Between 354 & 366 Sts.New York

ALE
K

-L
Furs
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AFTER THE THEATRE

PICTURES A LA

as the badly

George ANDERSON
Empire

in

ARLIS

OLD ENGLISH

What Price Glory

'n Guardsman

MYGIRL

五
E
A
T
R
E

They Knew IWANI

CLUB LIDO
52nd Street and 7th Ave.

MISS EDYTHE BAKER and MR.WILLIAM REARDON

THE current film plays aren 't so EDDIE DAVIS (himself) AND HIS ORCHESTRA

1 much . The film version of Zoe
SUPPER AND DANCINGAkins's “ Declasse " was not as badly

wrecked in the movie hopper as the local RITY. 48th W . of B 'way. Eves., 8 :30. Mats.
Wed ., Sat., 3 : 30

critics implied. Yes, they saved the last David Belasco's Three Triumphs

of the mad Varicks from death for the Holbrook Judith Empire

BLINNsake of the Old Lady of Dubuque, but B 'way. 40 St.
Eves. at 8 :20what of it? The lovely Corinne Griffith “ THE DOVE "
Mats . Wed.

by Willard Mack & Sat., 2 :20i Lady Helen Haden , who was played on

the stage by Ethel Barrymore, and she is
Lenore Ulric „ Belasco

highly satisfying to the eyes. There are W . 44th St.

in " THE HAREM " SUD- Eves. at 8 :30

moments when she acts, too. Mats. Thurs.
ARTHUR HOPKINS presents ported by William Courtenay & Sat., 2 : 30

We can recall no other recent silver Maxwell Anderson and Laurence Stallings'

screen effort worthy of comment. “ LADIES Lyceum

OF THE
W . 45th St.
Eves . at 8 :30

Michael Arlen is to receive $ 50 ,000 EVENING ” Mats. Thurs.

Plymouth , 45th St., W . of B 'way & Sat.,from Messrs. Zukor and Lasky for creat 2 :30

Eve. 8 :30 . Mats. Thurs. & Sat., 2:30
ing two original stories, at least one of

VANDERBILT 48 St., E . of B 'y . Evs.
which is to be jelled into celluloid with

6th Month 8 :30 . Mato. Wed . & Sat.

Pola Negri as its star.

Arlen hasn 't started work yet, but the
ALFRED LYNN DUDLEY

$50,000 is already his. The danger of
LUNT FONTANNB DIGGES Snapplest Musical Comedy in

depending upon a stylist for a screen story the U . S . A . HARRY

has not occurred to those esteemed high Nu
TH

W . 45th St. Evgs. 8 :30. ARCHER 'S ORCHESTRA

lords of the cinema. Perhaps it will 1 Mata. Wed. & Sat., 3: 30
SAM H . HARRIS Presente

later. Still, Arlen may turn out a couple IRVING BERLIN ' S FOURTH ANNUAL

of winners. WHAT MUSIC BOX REVUE
THEY

IWW WANTED
Staged by JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON .

After all , why should we worry about
with RICHARD and PAULINE MUSIC BOX THEATRE

TOP
M . Was
W . 45 St. Eveg. 8 :30.

Arlen 's possibilities as a celluloid fiction Mt. Wed ., Sat., :30 .

BENNETT LORD
ist? All is indeed well in Almdom right

ACTORS' THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
now . Will Hays has announced that KLAW West 45th St. Evgs. 8:30. " As satisfying a thing as the theatre has to offer ."

plain, ordinary folks can send in sugges KLAW Mats. Wed. & Sat., 2 :30 - Robert Benchley, Life

| Shaw 's “ Candida " now at Amtions about how to improve the films. In
bassador Thea ., W . 49th St. Eves. 8 :35 .fact, these suggestionswill get exactly the |DUNCAN SISTERS
Mat. Wed . and Sat. 2 :35. Circle 8752.

same consideration as would ones from
RECORD BREAKER OF MUSICAL SHOWS

Themost natural, competent,moving perform
such authorities as ourselves. (You can TOPSY AND EVA ance of a great play seen in New York for years.

guess what that is.) But to continue with Based on "Uncle Tom 's Cabin " | Ibsen 's “ The Wild Duck " with

brilliant cast at 48th St. Theatre.the things to cheer us up. Jack Dempsey SAM HARRIS "MATS. WHD .AND SAT. Mats. Wed. and Sat.

and his bride, Estelle Taylor, are to go

into films together. Erte , the French de Laurette Taylor in “ Pierrot the

signer, is to lend chic to Hollywood.
Playhouse 48 St., E . of B'ys, Bry . 2628 Evs.

8 :30 . Mats. Wed. & Sat . 7 :30
Prodigal," exquisite pantomime for

speciał matinees Tues. & Fri. 48th
Fatty Arbuckle is Cupid 's victim again .

Št. Theatre . George Copeland , concert
Murnau, the man who made “ The Last pianist. Actors' Theatre cast.
Laugh " in Germany, is to be brought to

By GEORGE KELLY

this country to direct for William Fox.
2ND BIG YEAR. 227 reserved seats at $ 1.00

There have been few film efforts of in BIJOU THEATRE

terest hereabouts recently . We still look 45th STREET, WEST OF BROADWAY

forward to the coming presentation of the Eves. 8 : 30 . Mats. Wed . and Sat., 2 :30

German made “ Siegfried ” and the forth

coming tribal epic filmed during the last

two years in the South Seas by Robert J.
With MARY NEWCOMBFlaherty . Flaherty did “ Nanook of the

North ."

GEO . M .COHAN Theatre All Seats reserved
The prize of the month for changing

a Paramount Dicturemovie titles goes to William Fox for shift Broadway and 43d Street
ing “ The Man Without a Country ” to

Evenings 8 :30 Matinees Wed. & Sat. 2 :30
“As No Man Has Loved .” We under

Eve. 8 : 30 . Mats.Wed . and Sat.stand that the Fox organization spent two HERMAN GANTVOORT presents
WINTHROP AMES Presents Triumphant Returnweeks trying to evolve a title including

Beggar on Horsebackthe word passion but finally had to fall

back upon love. All of which reveals the George S . Kaufman and Marc Connelly's
Fantastic Comedy Hit , with

soul trying problems of a film producer. I ROLAND YOUNGby BARRY CONNERS

The SHOW -OFF

CDASS N
THEATRE , GRAS

GRAD)

CRITERION

Twice daily

2.30 – 8 :30

Thea . 44th St. West of B 'way .

HELL 'S BELLS
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WHERE TO SHOB

PARTICULAR THINGS

for those people who buy with unusual care and good taste, are to be found in every one of
the shops listed on this page. They have a prestige all their own, too — these little maisons
- and will take pride in matching your smartness and courtesy with their own. Try them !

CandiesAntiques

HIGHEST CASH PRICES FOR ANTIQUE or
modern jewelry and silverware. Large gift selection
moderately priced . Harold G . Lewis Co. (Est. 60
years) , 13 W . 47th St., Bryant6526 .

QUEEN OF HEARTS CANDIES
Professionally HomeMade of finest ingredients.

144 MacDougal Street Greenwich Village
Bridge Parties Spring 5727 Refreshments

Ladies Tailors

FINEST HAND TAILORED COATS, dresses,
sport skirts ; very latest models ; suits, $50 ; smartest

patterns. Your materials. Andre Balod , 63 West
50th . Circle 0877.

Arts and Crafts Corset Hospital Lamps and Screens

ENCOURAGE THE AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN

by buying Handwoven or decorated textiles, pot
teries, metals and glass. Gowns, decorative hangings,
gifts.

Bestcrafts - Skylight Shop
7 East 39th St., N . Y . C .

Old Corsets Rejuvenated - Made Like New . We
remodel, copy and make to order Elastic Cor

sets, Girdles, Brassieres. Room 418 , 500 5th Ave.
Longacre 8173 .

OLD PAPER AND TEXTURE SCREENS. Wall
panels of Maps. Prints, Unusual Lamp Combina
tions. Potteries wired . Furniture repaired and

refinished . Gracie , 14 West 47th St.

Electrolysis
Maps

Auction Bridge SUPERFLUOUS HAIR permanently removed
without injury to the skin . Results GUARANTEED
absolutely permanent. Further information cheer
fully furnished .

IDA WEINBERGER , 373 5th Ave., Room 403

THE MAP MART offers a varied assortment
of old and decorative inaps for all purposes. Your
inspection is invited .
41 East both Street Regent 2655

WHITEHEAD AUCTION BRIDGE STUDIO
Advanced and Elementary Instruction

Private or Class Lessons
25 West 51st Street Circle 2015

ONLY COLLEGE OF AUCTION BRIDGE
Any Desired Form of Lessons, Taught by Experts

SHEPARD ' S STUDIO , INC.

20 W . 54th St. Tel. Circle 10041 New York City

Footwear Monograming

CAPEZIO , 1634 BROADWAY

Winter Garden Building
Manufacturer and Retailer of Street, Theatrical and
Ballet Footwear. Circle 9878

Have your Trousseaux, Lingerie , Dresses and house
hold linens attractively Monogramed . Also carry
Gift Selections of Swiss Hand Embroidered Handker
chiefs. Marie Schmid , 133 E . 60th St., Regent 8554.Beads

WE SPECIALIZE IN BEAD ORNAMENTS MADE
TO ORDER . ALSO CARRY FULL LINE OF FINE
BEADS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS .
RONZONE & CO . 373 FIFTH AVENUE

SHOECRAFT SHOP " fits the narrow heel" in
sizes 1 - 10 AAAA to E , French and English models
in street and evening footwear. Send for Catalog

N . Y . Fit Guaranteed . 714 5th Ave., New York .

Party Favors

Paper Hats - Horns - Noisemakers - Balloons
Everything for a snappy party !

JOHN ROSENSTEIN
12 E . 17th St., N . Y . C . Stuyvesant 0535Beauty Culture Furniture

WILLET A . LAZIER
9 East 33rd St.

Near Fifth Avenue
High Grade Furniture - Medium Prices

Permanent Hair Wave
ROSE LAIRD

The SALON FOR SKIN AND SCALP CULTURE
17 East 48th Street (Near Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK
Telephone Murray Hill 5657 and 6795

PAC VETABLE cleanses and purifiesthe skin , solely
administered by Holmes Sisters

517 Madison Avenue. Phone 4974 Plaza

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR can now be permanently
destroyed thru the TRICHO SYSTEM . Lifelons
guarantee . Booklet No. 22 free . TRICHO . 270

Madison Ave., New York .

Before you decide to buy, call and let us give
you the details of our direct from manufacturer's and
wholesale purchasing method . Unusual savings. No

obligation . Manufacturers agent.
HENRY C . MEYER

119 E . 34th St. Ashland 7979

Now is the timeto get the PermanentHair Wave
that is really beautiful. Go to

HENRY' S HAIR SHOP.
17 West 34th Street.

Whole head . $25. Make your appointments now
Telephone Fitz Roy 1209

Portraits

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY. I shall not be satis
fied unless you are .

MARY DALE CLARKE
Plaza 1492 665 Fifth Avenue

TEMPLE DE BEAUTE , MADAME DORVALLE

Scientific treatment for removing wrinkles, freckles,
tightening muscles , given only at my one address ,

32 W . 47th St., New York . Bryant 4856 . Booklet.
Physicians' endorsement.

MME. MAYS treatments for permanently removing
wrinkles, scars, freckles, tightening muscles, given
only at my one address, 50 W . 49th St. . N . Y .
Bryant 9426 . Booklet . Physicians' endorsement.

Gowns

LESTER LIVINGSTON , Ltd., 7 E . 46th Street
Adjoining The Ritz

Smartest Gowns, Wraps and Suits
Most Modern Models. All Moderate Prices .

BERTHA HOLLEY 26 W . 58th St.
Originator of the Ensemble Wardrobe. Beautiful
and practical clothes which solve the dress problem
for women who seek individuality in dress , rather

than commercialized fashions.
Phone Plaza 3541

Restaurants

THE RUSSIAN INN 33 W . 37th St.
Unusual in its surroundings and the food it serves.
After the Theatre - Gypsy Chorus and Orchestra .

SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT FOR FACE AND
NECK REJUVENATION . Tissues Lifted - Contour
Restored . Hours 10 A . M . to 4 P . M . PHYSICIANS
endorsement. Evelyn Jeanne Thompson , 601

Madison Ave. Regent 1303.

Silverware HospitalLIVINGSTON 21 West 50th St.
“ Different" Frocks

For the debutante and smartly dressed woman. Prices
unusually attractive .

Permanent Wave, $ 20 , guaranteed 6 months. Our
Retainoil method eliminates all discomfort .

SPIRO ' S (Est. 40 years) ,

34 West 46th and 26 West 38th Streets

Old Silverware Repaired , Refinished and Replated
All Work Guaranteed Equal to New .

FRED . KUEHNE, Silver smith and Electro Plata

Est. 1850 88 John Street Beekman 5020
Gowns Bought

Mme. NAFTAL, Bryant 0670 ; will buy your mis
fit or slightly used street and afternoon dresses, suits,
wraps, furs, etc . Highest cash value. Promptservice
to out -of- town patrons. 69 W , 45th St . N . Y . C .

Tea Rooms

Books

THE HOLLIDAY BOOKSHOP. 10 W . 47th St.

CURRENT ENGLISH BOOKS
TEL . BRYANT 8527

THE SPINNING WHEEL
12 West 47th Street, Bryant 0912
Cafeteria Service, 11- 2 : 30 p . m .

Dinner or a la Carte Service, 5 :30 - 7 :30 p . m .
Afternoon TeaInterior Decorating

LIVERIGHT BOOKSHOP 4 W . 49th Street CURTAIN CRAFT 19 West 50th Street THE KANGAROO , 47 West 50th St . In the heart
Book Service in the New York tradition of efficiency Ready made Draperies, custom finish , new Spring of shopping district - near Fifth Ave. Luncheon
and speed . Designs. Furniture for Summer Homes. Slipcovers Afternoon Tea - Dinner. Also a la carte . English

Drop in - Write or phone Bryant 4016. | attractively made. Tel. Circle 9895. Specialties. " The place for connoisseurs. "
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100 Years Ago

(From the New York Evening Post,

1824 -1825 )

COMMON COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS

Monday, November 22 —

Cash account — Receipts for

the past two weeks............$46,457.64

Expenditures for the same

period ................................ 46 , 297 .31

M

BEATRICE

MABIE
$ 160.33

The chamberlain of the city reported

that one of the incorporated institutions

of the ist ward refused to pay the tax

levied on it. Subject referred to finance

committee.

A resolution was passed, ordering a sal

ary of $ 800 per annum to be paid to Mr.

Martling, the keeper of the City -Hall,

commencing at the time he entered upon

his duties.

A resolution was passed allowing the

street inspectors twelve and one-half cents

per diem in addition to their present sal

ary .

$ 350 $500
for

for

50 Packs 100 Packs

Monogram
(Trademarked and Copyrighted )

Match Packs
WITH YOUR OWN

INITIALS

and your choice of colors

both for thematch packs

and for the initials

SMART FOR THE VANITY CASE

IDEAL FOR THE HOSTESS

A Charming Gift

Packed in a Tin

Express prepaid anywhere lo U . S.

Mail coupon and check at once to:

THE CAN -DLE-LUXE SHOP
(Candles of Quality )

619- N Madison Ave.

New York , N . Y .

Send me. . . . . . . . . (minimum 50 )

MONOGRAM MATCH PACKS in
combinations of colors checked below .

Initials are.. . . .

COLORS OF COLORS OF
MATCH PACKS

(Check one) (Check one)

Blue

the famous skin specialist , in

order to show you how she

can bring new beauty to your

skin , offers for a limited time

a thorough porecleansingand

contour moulding treatment

at the special price of $ 2 .50

Telephone Plaza 1903

· or write for an appointment

All the preparations used by Beatrice

Mabie given in the scientific facial

treatments in her salon are on sale at

Bonwit TellER & Co. Saks-FIFTH AVENUB

B . ALTMAN & Co . FRANKLIN SIMON & Co .

and osber Fifth Avenue stores

Write for Booklet C

BeatriceMabice2
SCIENTIFIC FACIAL TREATMENTS

4 30 Cast 54u Sereet New York JA

JACKSON SUPPER - On Saturday even

ing last, a number of gentlemen in Eliza

beth -Town, N . J., friendly to the election

of Gen . Andrew Jackson as our next Presi

dent, partook of an elegant supper, pre

pared for the occasion , at the City Tav

ern . After supper, they drank the follow

ing toasts:

General Andrew Jackson — The hero of

New Orleans, and man of the people,who

never turned his back upon the enemy, nor

his coat to John Quincy Adams— Who

has twisted and turned, and turned and

twisted , to become the man of the people,

may such an one never become the peo

ple's man .

The State of New Jersey — True to the

principles of self-government, could she

prove untrue to the man who bled to de

fend them .

The Friends of Mr. Clay in the Legis

lature of New York — who have done evil

(we think ) that good may come. Give us,

gentlemen, the effect of your ethics, but

retain the moral yourselves.

DUBUQUE

DISAPPROVE

MAY

(Underllae last loldal)

INITIALS

Silver

Gold Orange

Black Yellow

Light Blue Green

Lavender Purple

Gold

Silver

Black

White

BUT IT IS ON EVERYONE' S LIPS

IN

LONDO

Name . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NEW YORK IS JUST DISCOVERING IT AND

IS USING SUPERLATIVES IN PRAISING

TNIS NEWEST BOOK BY A YOUNG ENGLISH

WOMAN. THIS IS WHATCHRISTOPHER

MORLEY WAS WRITTEN SO CLEVERLY - - -

“ ITS GORGEOUSLY RECKLESS

HUMOR , ITS LOVELY TENDERNESS ,

ITS FULL RIBALD UNDERSTAND

ING - - - YES , A THRILLING AND

INTOLERA BLI BOOK ! - - BEAUTY

AND PITY AND INTERNAL MIRTH

BURST OUT OF INE THING LIKE A

BONFIRE ."

SEND US $ 2 . 00 AND RECEIVE

POSTPAID THIS

Aloo carried by such smart shops as

Lord & Taylor New York

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd . New York
B . Altman & Co . New York

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel New York

Kaufman & Baer Pittsburgh
Gimbel Bros. New York

Hall' s Chicago

James B . Russell New York

Saks & Co. New York

Daniel Low & Co. Salem

S . S . Pierce Company Boston

M . T . Bird & Company Boston

L . S . Ayres & Co. Indianapolis

M . M . Importing Co. New York
Boggs & Buhl Pittsburgh

Sim & Co., Inc.

RETAIL DISTRIBUTORS APPLY TO

KAY AND ELLINGER ,

INC .

342- N Madison Avenue

New York

The Monogram Match Co., 319 De Young

Bldg ., San Francisco

FIREMEN TAKE NOTICE — The office of

chief engineer having become vacant, and

it being of the highest importance to ob

tain for this station a person who will

unite the common interest of the depart

ment, the Firemen of this city are there

fore particularly requested to attend a

meeting at Dooley's Long Room , on

Thursday Evening next, at 7 o' clock , for

the purpose of taking into consideration

the propriety of obtaining a general suf

frage of the Firemen, and of petitioning

the honorable the Common Council to

appoint the person who may be their
choice.

N . B . - It is presumed that none but

Firemen will attend .

Troy LITER A RY

SENSATION

WASHINGTON

SQUARE

BOOK SHOP

27 W . BTN ST., N . Y , C .
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Shakespeare 's Complete Works

Plays— Poems— Sonnets

Only
All In This ONE Volume

= $298

A

m
a

Complete
Works of

William

Shakespeare

PRINTER in Scotland has amaze

the publishing world with this ex

2 1 traordinary achievement. A com

plete Shakespeare library in one compac

volume and at the price of an ordinar

book !

Sir Henry Irving Edition
Dedicated to the great Shakespearean acto

Sir Henry Irving , this splendid volume is on

to be treasured by every lover of Shakespear

Not only does it contain every play, poem an

sonnet, complete and unabridged , but in add

tion , an Introduction by St. John Ervine, S

Henry Irving ' s article on “ Shakespeare an

Bacon,” a Biographical Introduction , an Inde

to Characters and a Glossary .

This beautiful volume, just imported from

Scotland, is richly bound in flexible grain

keratol. Front cover embellished with facsimi

signature of Shakespeare in gold and emboss

bust. Gold title on backstrap ; gold -top page

Sixteen full-page photo - engraved illustration

including Shakespeare portrait and promine

Shakespearean actors and actresses in famo

rôles. Covers lined in heavy art -mottled pape

1 ,312 pages, printed in large , clear type on fir

quality Bible paper , which , though amazing

light in weight, is so opaque that the type do

not show through .

Mail Only the Coupon

When news of this remarkable volume w

received , we immediately cabled to Scotlan

requesting all available copies. A limited su

ply has been received - s0 few that the

copies will be distributed direct to book - love

by The Walter J . Black Co., from this a

nouncement.

You need not send any money in advand

Simply mail the coupon . The book will con

to you subject to your approval. You ta

absolutely no risk ; so mail the coupon NOT

This unparalleled opportunity requires promp

ness, for with the limited supply on hand it

a case of " first come, first served ."

WALTER J. BLACK CO ., Dept. 42

7 West 42nd St. New York Ci

Walter J. Black Co., Dept. 424

7 West 42nd St., New York City
Gentlemen : You may send me for examination one

of the imported copies of your new One - volume Edi

tion of Shakespeare ' s Complete Works , bound in flexi

ble grained keratol, gold -top pages , 16 full -page

illustrations. On delivery I will pay the postman only

$ 2 .98 plus postage in full payment. If I am not de

lighted with the book , you are to refund my money

at once .

Less than an inch and a

half thick , this beautiful

illustrated volume contains

ALL the immortal master

pieces of Shakespeare - the

startling publishing achieve .

ment of a Scotland printer .

Only a limited number of

imported copies are avail

able . Mail the coupon for

YOUR copy today,

Name ..

Address

City ..... .... ... State ....... .....

Mark X here if you prefer the thumb-indexed de

luxe edition bound in genuine suede leather , at only

$ 1 . 50 more.



New

Yorkers

Irving

Berlin

Alexander

Woollcott

This is the eventful chronicle of one

whom an immigrant ship deposited

on these shores when he was four

years old and who became, before he

was thirty, the master of folk song

for his new land. It is the story of one

who was a vagrant night hawk on

the Bowery when most boys are in

grammar school and who wrote his

first song when, at the age of nine

teen , he was serving the drinks in a

notorious Chinatown saloon . Un

caught, a creative ignoramus, he can

neither read nor transcribe a note of

music, but it was given to him to

weave such melodies and to fashion

such rhythms as know no frontier.

They have carried his name around

the world . Irving Berlin 's own story

is a microcosm of the country whose

folk songs he has written ; it repeats

and carries on the undying romance

of America. And though he himself

is not yet thirty -seven years old , his

genius found its voice so early that

already material for a reflective biog

raphy is at hand. It has been set

down in this book by a neighbor of

his on Broadway - AlexanderWooll

cott, who is a dramatic critic but

knows better. And , it is a gorgeous

book, beautifully written and beau

tifully made.

Alexander Woollcott's

Brilliant Biography of a Modern Genius

The Story of Irving Berlin

$ 2.50 at Booksellers,or atPutnams

2 West 45th Street, Just West of 5th Avenue

NEW YORK G . P . PUTNAM ' S SONS LONDON

DOUGLAS C . MCMURTRIE · NEW YORK



CLOTHES : IN THE NEW YORK MANNER

Each' to

his own taste

ion

IN Medleyburg , Wis., a man

wearing a biscuit-buff golf suit,

with his knickers billowing gen

erously over his knees, would be

regarded with distrust and sus

picion .

In Sashville, Mo., respectable

young men are still wearing coats

that are slit up the back as far as

the wishbone, and nobody cares.

Other towns have their own pet

fancies. Makers ofnationally dis

tributed clothes must take all this

into account. Their clothes, in

order to sell everybody,must of

fend nobody.

Weber and Heilbroner clothes are

home-products designed forNew

Yorkers by New Yorkers.

Their style is New York style.

Their fabrics are New York fab -

rics. Their colors are New York

colors. They are “ in the New

York manner.”

That is why they have won such

a remarkable popularity in New

York .

Werecommend them to you, not

only because they express the best

elements in metropolitan taste,

but because they cost no more

than clothes that are made for

the country at large.

Suits, $40 and Upwards

Weber and Heilbroner

CLOTHIERS · HABERDASHERS • HATTERS

* 241 Broadway 28th and Broadway * 34th and Broadway 20 Cortlandt

345 Broadway * 42nd and Madison Nassau and Spruce * 30 Broad

9th and Broadway * 44th and Broadway * Clothing at these stores *Nassau and John

BROOKLYN : * 381 Fulton St., Borough Hall NEWARK : * 800 Broad St.




